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Abstract 

The introduction of directed energy weapons into twenty-first century na-
val forces has the potential to change naval tactics as fundamentally as the 
transition from sail to steam. Recent advances in directed energy technologies 
have made the development of both high-energy laser and high-power mi-
crowave weapons technically feasible. This study examines the potential ad-
aptation of such weapons for the defense of naval forces. 

This study considers options for using directed energy systems on naval 
vessels in the context of the U.S. maritime strategy and emerging threats in 
international politics. The framework for this study is an integrated system of 
microwave devices, high-energy lasers, and surface-to-air missiles which are 
evaluated in terms of their ability to enhance anti-ship cruise missile defense, 
tactical air defense, and fast patrol boat defense. This study also examines 
collateral capabilities, such as non-lethal defensive measures and counter-
surveillance operations. 

The global proliferation of increasingly sophisticated weapons and the ex-
panding demands placed on its ever-smaller navy require the United States to 
reassess its current approach to fleet operations. This study concludes that 
directed energy technology has made sufficient progress to warrant the devel-
opment of sea-based weapons systems for deployment in the first two decades 
of the next century. For operational and technical reasons, a Nimitz class air-
craft carrier may be the preferred platform for the initial implementation of 
directed energy weapons. If successful, the robust self-defense capability pro-
vided by directed energy weapons will permit a fundamental shift in carrier 
battle group operations from a massed, attrition oriented defense to a more 
dynamic, dispersed offense. 
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I. Introduction 

Technological innovation in the latter half of the twentieth century has 
fueled a revolution in military affairs. While much has been written con-
cerning the emergence of the information age and the role of information 
warfare, it is important to consider that less thought has been given to the 
technologies of warfare that operate at the speed of light.1 This gap is un-
fortunate, as the introduction of directed energy weapons has the potential to 
change naval warfare as fundamentally as the transition from sail to steam. 

As articulated in 1997 in its Forward ... From the Sea, the United States 
Navy is committed to waging expeditionary warfare in full partnership with 
the Marine Corps. Fleet defense will need to respond to threats that may in-
clude low observable or hypersonic cruise missiles, tactical ballistic missiles 
with maneuverable re-entry vehicles, space-based surveillance systems, fast 
missile patrol boats, advanced submarines, and ultimately, weapons of mass 
destruction. To this list, it may be necessary to add airborne or space based 
lasers, as well as explosively driven directed energy weapons. 

Over the last forty years, the United States defense establishment has de-
veloped directed energy technology with a vigor that has waxed and waned 
with technological triumphs and unresolved challenges. The capability to 
use directed energy systems for the destruction of airborne targets was dem-
onstrated over 20 years ago; yet today, the utility of directed energy systems 
continues to be debated. Born under the shadow of the inter-continental bal-
listic “missile gap,” directed energy weapons, and lasers in particular, were 
offered as a possible alternative to reduce the nation’s vulnerability. In the 
mid-1980’s, the Strategic Defense Initiative provided another major infu-
sion of resources. But as the enthusiasm for “Star Wars” ebbed, military in-
vestment again declined. 

In a profound way, the Gulf War dispelled many of the doubts that sur-
rounded the U.S. military’s embrace of technology. Predictions that sophis-
ticated weapons and sensors would prove impractical in actual combat were 
shown to be incorrect. This sparked another renaissance in directed energy 
research. Two years ago, the U.S. Air Force study of air and space warfare 
in the twenty-first century known, as New World Vistas, devoted an entire 
volume to directed energy.2 On the other hand, the 1997 study Technology 
for the United States Navy and Marine Corps, 2000-2035 conducted by the 
National Academy of Science, was not sanguine about the feasibility of us-
ing directed energy for defensive systems.3 
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The pessimism expressed in some quarters may be due, in part, to the ex-
cessive optimism expressed in earlier decades, as generations of technolo-
gists promised that a revolutionary weapon was just around the corner.4 An-
ticipating that lasers would be adapted at the same pace as the development 
of the airplane, both scientists and military leaders were disappointed.5 Re-
gardless of one’s perspective, these and other studies raise serious issues 
that merit close examination by the defense establishment. 

The purpose of this study is to examine the current state of developments 
in the field of directed energy weapons in order to assess the potential value 
of such systems for defending naval fleets, which is known as “fleet de-
fense.” Since the military and, particularly, naval forces of the first two dec-
ades of the next century will be the product of the technologies that are pro-
duced today, it is appropriate to focus this study on the years 2020-2025. 
The timing is fortuitous because it corresponds with the predicted re-
fuelings of the Nimitz class aircraft carriers USS John C. Stennis and USS 
Harry S. Truman. The mid-life re-fueling of a nuclear powered aircraft car-
rier is a multi-billion dollar investment.6 To be affordable or at least eco-
nomically efficient, any major changes in naval combat systems must be 
accomplished as part of that overhaul. This is clearly a once in a lifetime 
opportunity in the fifty-year or greater service life of an aircraft carrier. One 
conclusion of this study is that the United States must identify and develop 
the critical technologies that are needed to support these changes and do to 
so as rapidly as possible. 

This study examines the Navy’s strategic concepts for the next century 
and assesses the likely threats that the United States could encounter. It then 
reviews the utility of alternative weapons, notably high-energy lasers and 
radio frequency (RF) weapons, which are the principal directed energy 
weapon concepts examined in this study. Given the significant technical 
differences, each technology is discussed separately. The feasibility of im-
plementing one or more of these technologies in a Nimitz class carrier is 
then examined. 

The challenge facing the Navy today is similar to the predicament that it 
faced in the 1950’s when experiments showed that, while submarine 
launched cruise missiles were feasible there was no effective targeting 
scheme for employing them. The result was a thirty year delay in fielding 
the submarine launched cruise missile, which is one of the more capable 
weapons today. As noted by modern strategists, the Navy was indeed fortu-
nate that the development of large caliber guns was not delayed until Admi-
ral William S. Sims developed an effective fire control system.7 However, 
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the counterpoint was well articulated when Bernard Brodie observed that 
“men who have been condemned out of hand as unimaginative or unpro-
gressive may simply have been much more acutely aware of technical diffi-
culties to overcome before a certain invention could be useful than were 
their more optimistic contemporaries.”8 

The balance of this study is devoted to assessing the implications of di-
rected energy technologies for fleet defense and supporting the strategic 
missions of U.S. naval forces. The potential capabilities of these systems are 
examined in terms of classical and modern strategic thought, with particular 
emphasis on the challenges of employing naval power to influence nations 
whose naval forces are designed to contest rather than to control the sea. 

The implementation of a major new class of weapons has historically led 
to new concepts for naval force employment. These tactics must be devel-
oped iteratively, just as the weapons themselves. New tactics and new tech-
nology will likely lead to new issues, including the evolution of counter-
measures as well as the development of entirely new concepts. A prominent 
example of the latter is whether laser systems on naval vessels could be 
used as anti-satellite weapons. 

Ultimately, the goal of this study is to establish a framework for under-
standing whether the U.S. Navy should pursue the near-term development 
of either or both directed energy technologies for incorporation in its aircraft 
carrier force. Given that other nations are making the investment to develop 
and field directed energy weapons, now is the time to make a commitment if 
the United States is to achieve an initial operational capability by the end of 
the first quarter of the twenty-first century.9 For these reasons, it is impera-
tive for naval thinkers to examine the capabilities, limitations, and military 
utility of “speed of light” weapons. As the most information-dependent 
combat force in the world, the United States has no choice but to understand 
how these emerging technologies will influence national security. 
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II. U. S. Navy Strategic Concepts 

The Navy’s strategic concept outlined in Forward ... From the Sea de-
fines five the fundamental roles that support the U.S. national security strat-
egy as power projection, sea control, strategic deterrence, strategic sealift, 
and forward naval presence.10 These roles have evolved over the course of 
the twentieth century. Some, such as sea control, strategic sealift, and for-
ward naval presence, would be familiar to Alfred Thayer Mahan and Sir 
Julian Corbett. Others, such as strategic deterrence and power projection, 
are clearly the products of the twentieth century. While each of these roles 
has vied for ascendancy, in fact, all are integral parts of both naval and na-
tional strategy. The Department of Defense’s Joint Vision 2010 describes 
the challenge of providing the nation with full spectrum dominance, that is, 
the ability to either deter or prevail in any conflict the United States might 
face, while confronted with limited budgets and a diverse array of threats 
never before seen in the nation’s history. 

Forward From the Sea (1992), which was the U.S. Navy’s first effort to 
articulate a post-Cold War strategy, built on this foundation with a shift in 
emphasis from sea control and strategic deterrence to the influence of events 
in the littoral environment that range from naval presence to full-scale com-
bat operations. 

In the absence of a peer competitor and the shrinking forces based over-
seas, the United States has placed a renewed emphasis on expeditionary 
warfare. Joint doctrine defines an expeditionary force as “an armed force 
organized for accomplishment of a specific objective in a foreign coun-
try.”11 In practice, the services have refined its usage to describe standing 
integrated forces that are capable of rapid deployment to a forward area with 
organic command and control. Naval expeditionary operations are presently 
built around the structure of a Carrier Battle Group (CVBG) and an associ-
ated Amphibious Ready Group (ARG). 

The Navy Operational Concept, developed in support of Joint Vision 
2010, envisions using this expeditionary force structure to achieve “objec-
tives across the spectrum of the National Military Strategy.”12 These would 
include peacetime engagement, deterrence and conflict prevention, crisis 
response, and ultimately fighting and winning. In meeting the challenges of 
the next century, Joint Vision 2010 states that “power projection, enabled by 
overseas presence, will likely remain the fundamental strategic concept of 
our future force.”13 Aside from a retaliatory nuclear strike launched from the 
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ballistic missile submarine force, the ultimate projection of naval power and 
influence is exercised with the insertion of Marine Expeditionary Forces 
(MEF). If a confrontation moves toward a major theater war, on-scene 
forces, such as a CVBG-ARG team and an Air and Space Expeditionary 
Task Force (ASETF), will likely play a critical role in halting or at least dis-
rupting an aggressor’s military plans. By precluding a quick victory, expe-
ditionary forces buy the time needed to forge coalitions and assemble 
forces. The Navy and the Marine Corps have identified the five principal 
elements that are essential to the success in expeditionary warfare as mari-
time dominance, maneuver dominance, air dominance, firepower, and in-
formation superiority.14 

To meet this challenge, the services envision taking a quantum step for-
ward from the concepts of amphibious warfare employed over the last one 
hundred years to the new operational concept of Operational Maneuver 
From The Sea (OMFTS).15 The Marine Corps plans to use technology to 
field platforms, such as the tilt-rotor MV-22 Osprey, to permit “ship to ob-
jective maneuver” and true “over the horizon assault.” Freed from the con-
straints of conducting assaults over the beach, the amphibious force will op-
erate in a battle space whose area has increased by two orders of magnitude, 
from 30-50 square miles to 2500-3000 square miles.16 

Projecting combat forces ashore is one of the most challenging tasks that 
naval forces face. Maritime dominance is critical, in part because littoral 
warfare brings the naval force closer to the contested landmass. This is not a 
new challenge, and in fact, the most important naval battles have been 
fought close to shore, even though the majority of wars have been decided 
on land. However, as naval forces approach the adversary’s coast, the de-
fender typically gains the advantage of employing less expensive weapons 
systems to repel the attacker. Mines, small patrol craft, coastal submarines, 
land-based aviation, and shore-based missiles may all be brought to bear. 

Conceptually, Operational Maneuver From The Sea allows the ground 
force commander to maximize the ability to employ maneuver warfare for 
striking the foe where least expected. For naval forces, the ability to remain 
a significant distance offshore increases the freedom of movement and 
complicates the enemy’s calculations. However, once troops are placed 
ashore, the supporting naval forces become clearly tied to that operational 
area. While the concepts proposed in Operational Maneuver From The Sea 
increase the area of the “battlespace” by several orders of magnitude, it also 
has the corollary effect of requiring far greater reliance on sea-based logis-
tics and naval fires. 
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The nature of the force and the capabilities of individual units define, as 
well as constrain, the strategy that a navy can undertake. Modernization can 
change a navy’s ability to execute its missions in unanticipated ways, as ex-
emplified by the challenge faced by the Royal Navy with the transition from 
sail to steam at the end of the nineteenth century. The United States Navy is 
in the throes of change today. In the case of the surface force, the develop-
ment of AEGIS guided missile destroyers has produced a smaller number of 
vastly more capable escorts. Fully equipped to provide area air defense, 
these ships may ultimately be integrated into the fleet’s theater missile de-
fense architecture. However, one consequence of this mission has been to 
reduce the number of ships available to serve as escorts for high-value units, 
such as aircraft carriers, amphibious units, and merchant shipping. This 
trend is likely to continue as the Navy replaces 31 destroyers and 51 frigates 
with 32 of the new DD-21 “Land Attack” destroyers.17 

As long as the United States remains the preeminent maritime nation, 
seapower will be critical to the success of its security. While the strategic 
emphasis may shift with the ebb and flow of competitors, the pillars of the 
U.S. Navy’s maritime strategy will remain the forward presence, strategic 
sealift, and sea control that, together, remain inextricably tied to the projec-
tion of power in expeditionary warfare. 
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III. Evolving Maritime Threats 

Maritime forces in the twenty-first century will confront a formidable 
array of threats. Even without the emergence of a significant competitor, 
the U.S. and allied navies will face unprecedented challenges from the 
proliferation of sophisticated missile and sensor technology. The explosion 
of computer technology has created a situation in which the most sophisti-
cated weapons systems, with advanced fault-tolerant architectures, may 
present opportunities for less technologically advanced states. Rather than 
confronting the U.S. Navy directly with expensive, advanced technology 
ships and aircraft, a more prudent course for adversaries is to seek asym-
metric advantages through the use of chemical weapons, missile technol-
ogy, and other emerging technologies, all of which represent relatively 
inexpensive countermeasures to U.S. naval forces. The discussion in this 
section focuses on the threats to U.S. naval forces that technology has cre-
ated. 

Cruise Missiles. While mines, torpedoes, and ballistic missiles all pose 
significant threats to naval forces, the greatest single area of concern is 
probably the cruise missile.18 It is currently estimated that roughly 70-75 
countries possess cruise missiles, and of these, nineteen have produced their 
own missiles or have manufactured cruise missiles under license agree-
ments.19 The trend towards proliferation is likely to continue, as both pur-
chasers and producers demonstrate the ability to “reverse engineer” designs 
from operational missiles. China has led the way with its successful produc-
tion and export of the C-801 and C-802 anti-ship cruise missiles that were 
developed from the Exocet missile. The Indian Koral program is allegedly 
developing an indigenous version of the former Soviet SS-N-22 Sunburn 
supersonic anti-ship cruise missile. Given China’s record of reproducing 
foreign designs, Russia’s decision to export the SS-N-22 with the sale of 
Sovremennyy Class destroyers could lead to a new round of competition 
between India and China for dominance of the supersonic anti-ship cruise 
missile market. 

The proliferation of cruise missile technology is not limited to the major 
powers. The Taiwanese Hsiung Feng II was reverse engineered from the 
Harpoon, while Iran and Iraq both developed longer range variants of the 
Chinese HY-2 Silkworm (originally developed from the Soviet SS-N-2 
Styx). The evidence is that nations which have the capability of producing 
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jet aircraft generally also have the ability of producing cruise missiles, and 
most have demonstrated that they have an interest in doing so.20 

The two major trends in cruise missile development have been increased 
speed and reduced radar signature, the latter of which is known as “stealth.” 
Early cruise missiles, such as the Tomahawk and Kingfish, were designed 
with turbofan engines for long range or rocket motors for high speed, re-
spectively. Recent advances have brought a new generation of ramjet en-
gines, such as the French ASMP and ASURA, which are capable of speeds in 
excess of Mach 2. Exocet and other solid fueled rockets are replacing the 
Styx and other liquid fueled models. The use of solid fuel motors simplifies 
operations, maintenance, and logistic support, and thus makes the weapon 
system more attractive to the less technologically sophisticated customers. 
The Italian TESEO-3 typifies advances in reducing the radar signature 
through shaping the missile and coating it to produce subsonic missiles that 
are extremely difficult to detect. As these trends continue, it is likely that 
technology will make increasingly sophisticated missiles available at prices 
that many states can afford.21 

Remarkably flexible in application, cruise missiles have been adapted 
from anti-ship to land-attack missions and from ship-launched to air-
launched operations with little difficulty. While only three nations (France, 
Russia, and the United States) are known to have developed cruise missiles 
that can deliver nuclear weapons, the potential exists to use cruise missiles 
for dispensing chemical and biological warfare agents.22 There are public 
reports that China, Iran, and Syria are attempting to develop this capabil-
ity.23 Closely related to the proliferation of cruise missiles is the develop-
ment of remotely piloted vehicles (RPVs). The Indian Lakshya, the Iranian 
Baz, and the Israeli Delilah all represent the class of so-called “harassment 
drones” that have the ability to deliver ordnance. Remotely piloted vehicles 
have the capability of locating and targeting naval forces operating in the 
littoral, and as with cruise missiles, the flight profiles of RPVs lend them-
selves to the dispersal of chemical or biological (CW/BW) agents.24 

In summary, a nation that wants to challenge a major naval power for lo-
cal control of the sea will probably turn to cruise missiles because these of-
fer a relatively economical method for conducting a sophisticated attack 
with a reasonable probability of inflicting some damage. 

Theater Ballistic Missiles. While the proliferation of theater ballistic 
missiles has captured considerable public attention since Iraq employed the 
Scud B missiles during the Gulf War, it represents a lesser threat to naval 
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forces than cruise missiles. There are presently about forty nations that have 
fielded or produced ballistic missiles, and eleven of these nations can pro-
duce nuclear, chemical or biological weapons. 

However, there are technological challenges that must be addressed in 
order to equip a ballistic missile with a CW/BW warhead.25 Since the most 
commonly deployed ballistic missiles are the Scud missiles or Scud deriva-
tives, which are accurate within 1 kilometer, the probability of damaging a 
ship at sea with a conventionally equipped missile is small. Nevertheless, in 
certain naval operations, such as traditional amphibious landings, the re-
sulting concentration of ships would be vulnerable to ballistic missiles that 
are armed with weapons of mass destruction. The trend in ballistic missile 
development is toward greater sophistication with improved mid-course 
guidance systems, such as Global Positioning System, and more accurate 
algorithms for calculating re-entry ballistics. The replacement of unitary 
warheads with sub-munitions is another low-cost option for improving le-
thality. In the near-term one can foresee accuracy improvements on the 
scale of two orders of magnitude. While their maritime role is limited, 
theater ballistic missile tests can be used to influence neighboring, as exem-
plified by the missile tests conducted by China that intimidated Taiwan in 
June 1996.26 

Nuclear, Chemical and Biological Warfare. Frequently grouped under 
the generic heading of weapons of mass destruction, these weapons repre-
sent a significant concern for naval forces because naval warfare is a nearly 
ideal medium in which to employ weapons without inflicting high levels of 
collateral damage. Even during the Cold War, naval strategists discussed the 
possibility of whether nuclear torpedoes and depth bombs could be em-
ployed without necessarily escalating a crisis to a general nuclear war. 
While nuclear proliferation remains a serious concern in light of recent de-
velopments in India and Pakistan, the proliferation of chemical weapons is 
an even greater concern. If employed against naval units, chemical weapons 
could significantly hamper military operations even if the attack does not 
produce significant casualties. 

The Soviet Union possessed a chemical arsenal that is estimated to have 
exceeded 50,000 tons of agents that ranged from phosgene, which was used 
during the First World War, to sophisticated nerve agents, including sarin 
and soman. Equally important, the vast majority of Soviet weapon systems 
were configured for use with either conventional or chemical warheads. The 
implication is that much of the military hardware in the Third World is 
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readily adaptable to chemical weapons. Chile, Egypt, Iran, Iraq, Israel, 
Libya, North Korea and Syria all reportedly have developed chemical 
weapons, and Pakistan is reportedly engaged in a significant chemical 
weapons program. For other nations or non-state actors, it is arguably possi-
ble to hire former weapons technologists or purchase the precursor chemi-
cals on the open market.27 Attempts to control proliferation have been seri-
ously hampered by the fact that because many of the precursor chemicals 
have legitimate dual uses, a complete ban on the exportation of all possible 
pre-cursors is not practical. For example, when confronted with an embargo 
on the pre-cursor chemical needed to manufacture soman, Iraq allegedly 
shifted to the manufacture of sarin instead.28 

Finally, the repeated use of CW in the Iran-Iraq War and the Soviet-
Afghanistan War probably lowered the threshold for its employment in fu-
ture conflicts. 

Mines and Torpedoes. After cruise missiles, these weapons pose the 
greatest threat to naval forces conducting expeditionary warfare. The U.S. 
Office of Naval Intelligence estimated that there are over 150 types of naval 
mines in the service of at least 50 nations. These range from the simple 
World War I vintage contact mines that proved effective in the Arabian 
Gulf, to highly sophisticated propelled warhead mines, which can defend an 
area up to one half square mile. Even with greatly enhanced lethality, mines 
are expected to remain primarily a threat in shallow waters (less than 200 
fathoms), and thus could pose an insurmountable obstacle to classic am-
phibious warfare.29 By re-shaping the traditional doctrine of amphibious 
warfare, Operational Maneuver From The Sea seeks to reduce this vulner-
ability. 

For an opponent seeking an asymmetric advantage, torpedoes, like 
mines, are relatively inexpensive weapons that can destroy high-value tar-
gets. The proliferation of sophisticated torpedoes has continued as France, 
Germany, Italy, and Russia are actively exporting wake-homing torpedoes. 
Germany has offered kits for retrofitting previous models that were sold 
with Type 209 diesel electric submarines, which in a littoral environment is 
a formidable weapon given its inherently quiet nature. However, the popu-
larity of the submarine as the weapon of choice among Third World states 
may be waning, as states that purchase these weapons face the burden of 
maintaining complex systems. Effective submarine employment requires a 
cadre of skilled technicians and tacticians, all of whom need to maintain a 
high level of proficiency. While the threat will likely grow from those na-
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tions willing to make the commitment of fiscal and personnel resources, in 
other cases, submarines will become expensive showpieces that have little 
combat capability.30 Nevertheless, the United States is well advised to focus 
on the risk posed by the proliferation of torpedo technology. 

Low-Observable Ships and Aircraft. The deployment of a significant 
number of surface combatants that employ “stealth” technology will in-
crease in the twenty-first century. In addition to the United States, a number 
of states, including Sweden, Spain, Israel, Canada, Great Britain, Russia, 
France, and Saudi Arabia, are developing or fielding low-observable ships. 
Computer aided design systems have made this technology readily accessi-
ble to any ship builder, and radar absorption materials are now commer-
cially marketed by several nations. While none of these approaches create 
“invisible” ships, the fact that it is much more difficult to locate and target 
these ships effectively enhances the effect of decoys or other counter-
measures. 

While true “stealth” aircraft may remain beyond the financial reach of 
most nations, the basic principles of radar signature management are likely 
to be applied in the design of future tactical aircraft. These measures will 
complicate the early detection and tracking of aircraft, particularly in the 
littoral environment. As previously discussed, the most significant advances 
are more likely to occur in the growing sophistication of anti-ship missiles 
than in the platform from which the missile is launched.31 

Information Warfare. The information explosion has the potential to pro-
foundly alter the conduct of war. Much has been written regarding the op-
portunities as well as the vulnerabilities of a globally connected information 
grid. Satellite imagery and communications, long the province of the major 
powers, are increasingly available in the world marketplace.32 Commercial 
systems now routinely provide encryption and resolution capabilities that 
until a few years ago existed in the purely military domain. For the maritime 
commander, the growth of communication systems offers an unparalleled 
degree of connectivity and access to national resources. However, a totally 
new series of threats appear to be emerging, which involve weapons that are 
designed to destroy high-technology communication, sensor, and computer 
systems. 

During testimony in February 1998, before the Joint Economic Com-
mittee of the U.S. Congress, an official from the U.S. Army’s Space and 
Missile Defense Command stated that recent scientific advances in radio 
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frequency (RF) weapons technology by several states raise significant con-
cerns. Broadly speaking, these weapons use high power microwave energy, 
in either narrow or wideband form, to disrupt or destroy the high-density 
metal oxide semiconductor devices that are used in modern computers and 
sensors. The Soviet Union long dominated the research in this field. In 
1994, the Director of the Central Institute of Physics and Technology in 
Moscow distributed a series of papers by A. B. Prishchepenko, the inventor 
of compact, explosively-driven RF munitions, which described how such 
munitions could be employed against land mines, sea-skimming missiles, 
and communication systems. There is evidence that the Ukrainian, Swedish, 
French and Australian governments are actively investigating RF weapons 
technology.33 Testimony before the same committee highlighted how simple 
it is to construct so-called transient electromagnetic devices. A pre-eminent 
example was a homemade device fabricated for under $5,000.34 And it 
should be noted that the Internet has become a significant factor in the 
worldwide dissemination of RF weapon technology. 

The development of RF weapons has profound consequences for the 
United States. As the most technologically sophisticated nation, the United 
States is vulnerable to an attack that strikes directly at the heart of its infor-
mation systems. In military terms, warships bristling with communication 
and sensor antennae are prime targets for an attack with RF weapons. Con-
ceptually, these weapons may offer an enemy an inexpensive and highly 
effective system for suppressing defenses, which would render the victim 
virtually defenseless against an attack with conventional guns, bombs, or 
missiles.35 

The other directed energy weapon that is maturing is the laser. Since 
the Vietnam War, lasers have been used extensively in weapon guidance. 
In the late 1990s, a number of states, including France, Britain, Russia, 
Germany, and Israel are reportedly pursuing lasers as weapons. The Royal 
Navy may have fielded a shipboard system known as “Outfit DEC” as 
early as the Falklands War.36 The current market leader in anti-personnel 
and anti-sensor laser weapons is China.37 Over the next 15 years, the Of-
fice of Naval Intelligence predicts the development of high-energy lasers 
that are capable of damaging electro-optic sensors at long ranges.38 Other 
sources indicate China may have already developed a limited anti-satellite 
laser capability.39 

Summary. In addition to directed energy research programs, China, Rus-
sia, France, and Germany all have made significant investments in aero-
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space technology. With the development and proliferation of systems that 
are capable of attacking a force built on information superiority, the United 
States must consider how twenty-first century enemies might use sophisti-
cated, low-cost weapons to gain an asymmetric advantage in the contest for 
local control of the sea.40 Such an opponent will not seek to win a battle 
with a major naval power, but rather to make the cost of its defeat prohibi-
tive. 
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IV. Current State of Directed Energy Technology 

Fascination with directed energy weapons has pre-saged the develop-
ment of that technology by several generations. Indeed, some have drawn 
the line back to the legend that Hippocrates’ defended Syracuse by using 
Archimedes’ idea of reflecting sunlight to destroy the Roman fleet. Others 
have traced its roots to science fiction writers, such as Jules Verne and H.G. 
Wells. In 1938, Generals “Hap” Arnold and Ira Eaker wrote that defense 
against aerial attack was practically impossible until science developed new 
inventions such as “an electric ray which has been given credit for being 
able to stop gasoline engines by putting out of commission their electrical 
system.”41 Less than ten years later, U.S. Navy scientists proposed using 
directed energy in the form of radio waves to defeat atomic weapons before 
they could reach their targets.42 

While the theoretical birth of the laser is ascribed to Albert Einstein’s 
prediction of “stimulated emission,” in practical terms the laser was the 
outgrowth of the work of Arthur L. Schawlow and Charles H. Townes on 
an optical Microwave Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation 
(MASER). Others pioneering in the field included the Soviet scientists, 
Aleksander M. Prokhorov and Nikolai Basov, as well as a Columbia Uni-
versity graduate student, Gordon Gould, who independently reached the 
same conclusions and, in fact, coined the term laser. The Hughes Corpo-
ration physicist Theodore H. Maiman in May 1960 demonstrated the first 
ruby laser. Replacing the term optical MASER, lasers entered the ver-
nacular as an acronym for Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of 
Radiation. While sharing common roots in the MASER, laser and high 
power microwave research diverged rapidly over the succeeding decades. 

Confronted with the nuclear arms race, the Department of Defense 
looked eagerly at laser technology as a means to counter the seemingly 
unstoppable threat posed by inter-continental ballistic missiles. The Ad-
vanced Research Projects Agency became an early sponsor of Gould’s 
proposal to build a laser.43 In 1958, the DOD inaugurated a research and 
development program, known as Project Defender, to search for viable 
anti-ballistic missile technologies. Under the charter of Project Defender, 
the Office of Naval Research managed Project Seaside, which sought to 
determine whether a ruby laser could be used as an anti-ballistic missile 
system. Given its expertise in nuclear warheads, the Air Force was com-
missioned to study the energy necessary for a laser to destroy an ICBM. 
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This 1962 study marked the genesis of the team that was to develop the 
Airborne Laser Laboratory and, ultimately, the Airborne Laser.44 

Laser Technologies 

Of all the approaches to using directed energy, lasers are probably the 
most familiar. Broadly speaking, laser technology has matured rapidly over 
the last thirty-five years. From the beginning, commercial research has been 
as important as that sponsored by the military. The widespread use of com-
pact, inexpensive, low-power lasers attests to the growth of the technology. 
The commercial and military applications of so-called low energy lasers, 
which range from CD players to laser guided bombs, are well known. While 
not as rapid as some proponents had hoped, there has been significant prog-
ress in military applications. 

Regardless of application, lasers are generally categorized by the sub-
stance being lazed (gas, liquid, or solid) and the method of stimulation or 
“pumping” (pulse discharge, electricity, or chemical reaction) used. The 
product is a beam of coherent light at a given wavelength.45 The third com-
ponent of most laser systems is a resonant optical cavity, which provides the 
means for increasing the energy in the beam and extracting that energy. In 
its simplest form, a resonator can be a pair of optical mirrors, one of which 
is only partially reflective. As the beam traverses back and forth through the 
lazed media, the photons in the beam stimulate further emissions. In actual 
practice, there are a variety of resonator designs as well as systems that em-
ploy other methods of amplification.46 

The reason that lasers have important military applications is related to 
the unique characteristics of the beam. Unlike ordinary incandescent lights 
that scatter energy in a random fashion, the beam produced by a laser can be 
highly collimated. Consequently, the energy deposited on an area of one 
square centimeter by a 100 watt laser may be as much as nine orders of 
magnitude, that is, one billion times greater than the energy deposited by a 
100 watt incandescent lamp.47 

While it is common to describe lasers as monochromatic, i.e., consisting 
of a single color or wavelength, this is somewhat inaccurate. For a wide va-
riety of reasons, lasers normally operate across a relatively narrow band of 
wavelengths at which significant amounts of energy are radiated.48 How-
ever, the outputs of certain types of lasers can be adjusted. For example, the 
output of typical chemical dye lasers may be tuned from the near-ultraviolet 
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to the near infrared. Free electron lasers are also theoretically capable of 
tuning across wide bands. Other methods of adjusting wavelengths include 
optical techniques and Raman shifting. As one might expect, all of these 
approaches involve significant penalties in complexity, which translate di-
rectly into increased cost and decreased reliability.49 

The type of material employed in the optical cavity may categorize a la-
ser. There are four major types that appear to have applications for directed 
energy weapons. Solid state lasers use a non-conductive glass or crystalline 
material that is doped with a species, such as, neodymium or erbium, as the 
active medium. The prime example would be the original ruby laser. 
Chemical lasers use the reactions of gases or liquids to create the excited 
energy states necessary for laser emission. Semi-conductor (or diode) lasers 
use the current flow through an electrical junction to excite the electrons. At 
low current densities, the device functions as a light emitting diode. How-
ever, if the system is designed with optical feedback, the current density can 
be increased to a sufficient level that the diode will operate as a laser.50 The 
most common application of this type of laser is found in compact disc 
players. The fourth category is the ubitron or free electron laser. This de-
vice, which more closely resembles a high voltage linear accelerator, is ca-
pable of producing high power radiation across a broad band of frequencies. 

Diode Pumped Solid State Lasers. During the 1960’s and seventies, solid 
state lasers enjoyed considerable popularity in military applications, such as 
range-finders. There has been a renewed interest in the possible weapons 
applications of solid state lasers following significant technical advances 
that have occurred during the last five to seven years. In 1995, a DARPA-
Army sponsored, diode pumped laser, developed by TRW, demonstrated a 
power output of 250 watts with a 100 Hz repetition rate. In spite of this pro-
gress, advances in three major areas will be necessary for solid state lasers 
to become viable candidates for high power military applications. The first 
is the diode cost, typically $10-$20 per watt peak power, which makes them 
impractical for applications requiring 10 kW or higher. The second is the 
relatively low net efficiency, on the order of 9-15 percent. And the third is 
the intolerance of high temperatures, which complicates the transfer of 
waste heat. The need to dissipate large amounts of heat imposes mass flow 
requirements that are analogous to those encountered with gas combustion 
lasers. Thus, for military high power applications, the inherent size advan-
tage of the solid state laser is offset by the need for a system that can handle 
large volumes of cooling medium.51 
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Recent advances with indium gallium arsenide diode arrays and ytter-
bium doped laser crystals offer significant improvements in waste heat re-
duction and increased pumping efficiency. Another concept is to treat the 
thermal capacity of the laser as a “magazine” that defines the total energy 
output of the weapon over the firing cycle. The weapon is reloaded by 
cooling the laser. Assuming a yield of 500-1000 joules per cm3 of host ma-
terial, approximately 10-15 kg would be required for each megajoule of 
magazine capacity. The Air Force estimates that the minimum energy 
needed to destroy small tactical missiles will be less than 100 kilojoules.52 

This approach has the advantage of a “magazine” that only requires cooling 
to “reload.” This frees the firing platform from the need to return to a fuel or 
ordnance depot to re-arm. 

The potential for a compact system that uses environmental cooling 
makes the diode pumped solid state laser an attractive candidate for use on 
tactical aircraft. While the path to the development of such weapons appears 
straightforward, there are still significant challenges to be overcome. Rea-
sonable estimates put the availability of this technology between 2015 and 
2020.53 

High Power Semi-conductor Lasers. Building on the commercial success 
of the early 1980’s, the high power semiconductor laser technology 
(HPSLT) program at Phillips Laboratory has achieved an increase in output 
power of two orders of magnitude since 1984. Semiconductor lasers offer 
the greatest efficiency (by a factor of at least four) when compared with 
other laser designs. Compact, solid state, and based on microelectronics, 
they offer superior reliability at minimum cost. Initial demonstrations indi-
cate that semiconductor lasers can be employed in phased arrays that will be 
scalable to high power applications. 

The Air Force’s “Foto-Fighter” concept relies heavily on the use of em-
bedded arrays of semi-conductor lasers as sensors and weapons. The em-
phasis in the high-power semiconductor laser technology program has been 
to improve the power output of each element, to develop alternate frequen-
cies, and to design coherent arrays. While most of the research to date has 
been done with aluminum gallium arsenide and indium gallium arsenide, 
other materials, such as antimony, offer the promise of broader bandwidths. 
The stated goal is to incorporate devices that produce good beam qualities 
for both offensive and defensive applications. 

A related development is the use of a semiconductor laser to pump a sin-
gle fiber laser that uses a rare earth dopant as its fiber core. By expanding 
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upon the work done to produce a 1000 element linear semiconductor array, 
a 10,000-beam fiber optic laser weapon may be feasible. For aircraft appli-
cations, the improvements in aircraft performance and reliability gained by 
eliminating high-drag turrets and mechanically complex tracking systems 
are obvious. Equally appealing is the possibility of fielding a more robust 
and responsive weapon that is scanned electronically. 

Chemical Lasers. The greatest successes in high power lasers attained to 
date have been in the field of chemical lasers. The three that appear to offer 
the greatest potential are the hydrogen fluoride laser, the deuterium fluoride 
laser, and the carbon dioxide iodine laser. The hydrogen fluoride and deute-
rium fluoride lasers, which were initially developed by the United Tech-
nologies Research Center in the late 1960’s, operate on the same basic prin-
ciples.54 The hydrogen fluoride laser produces wavelengths between 2.7 and 
3.3 microns, in the infrared region where atmospheric absorption is strong. 
Because of its heavier atomic mass, the hydrogen isotope deuterium pro-
duces a longer wavelength emission. Deuterium fluoride lasers emit in the 
3.5-4.2 micron region where the atmosphere is more transparent. 

The differences in absorption characteristics led initially to two different 
sponsors. With its shorter wavelength and therefore smaller optics, the hy-
drogen fluoride laser is considered a leading contender for the Ballistic Mis-
sile Defense Organization’s Space-Based Laser program. On the other hand, 
the deuterium fluoride laser is the basis for TRW’s Mid-Infrared Advanced 
Chemical Laser (MIRACL). While originally developed in the 1970’s for 
the U.S. Navy, the latter is now serving as the basis for the Nautilus Tactical 
High-Energy Laser (THEL) demonstrator that is being co-developed with 
the Israeli Ministry of Defense.55 

The MIRACL is the only operational megawatt class laser in the United 
States. Employed with the Sea-Lite Beam Director system, it has completed 
a number of successful demonstrations, including the shootdown of five 
sub-sonic BQM-34 drones in 1987 and the successful engagement of a su-
personic Vandal missile target in 1989.56 In February 1996, the U.S. Army 
used the MIRACL/Sea-Lite Beam Director to successfully destroy a short-
range Brant rocket in flight. In 1997, the MIRACL/Sea-Lite combination 
demonstrated the ability to illuminate satellites on orbit.57 In spite of these 
successes and the contractor’s proposal for an engineering model demon-
stration at-sea, the Navy determined that the deuterium fluoride wavelength 
was unsuitable. It subsequently loaned the equipment to the U.S. Army for 
the latter’s THEL program.58 
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The U.S. Air Force pursued the alternative approach of developing the 
Chemical Oxygen Iodine Laser (COIL) from its Ground Based Laser Tech-
nology program.59 Because of its shorter wavelength, the optical systems 
associated with the COIL are substantially smaller than those in either the 
hydrogen fluoride or deuterium fluoride lasers. As with the deuterium fluo-
ride laser, the COIL is subject to significantly less water vapor absorption 
than the hydrogen fluoride laser. Given these characteristics, the decision 
was made to develop a multi-module megawatt class COIL for the Airborne 
Laser (ABL).60 The ABL builds on the success of the Air Force’s Airborne 
Laser Laboratory, which demonstrated that missiles could be successfully 
engaged and destroyed by a laser mounted in a NKC-135 aircraft.61 

Free Electron Laser The ubitron, also known as the free electron laser, is 
the product of extensive work by the Strategic Defense Initiative Organiza-
tion.62 While the initial intent was to develop a free electron laser as a 
weapon, current research suggests that it may be most useful as a device to 
produce high-power microwaves.63 The Navy is continuing to support mod-
est research in FEL technology for the possible development of a short-
range anti-ship missile defense system.64 

Laser Optics. Optical systems provide the path needed to focus and di-
rect a laser beam so that the energy can be usefully employed. High-energy 
lasers pose particular challenges for optical designers because the devices 
must be able to withstand the deposition of substantial amounts of energy. 
As the Airborne Laser Laboratory demonstrated, the optical path from the 
laser to the aperture is critical. Aberrations in the HEL’s gain medium, im-
perfections in laser optical surfaces, atmospheric and vehicle turbulence, 
and imperfections in the beam director all require compensation if sufficient 
energy is to be deposited on the surface of the target. 

In view of the tremendous ranges involved in ballistic missile defense, 
the Air Force has focused considerable research on atmospheric turbulence 
and methods of compensation. The result has been a series of breakthroughs 
that demonstrated the feasibility of using adaptive optics to compensate for 
atmospheric turbulence as well as distortions induced within the device’s 
internal optical path. The Air Force Research Laboratory’s Phillips Re-
search Site has successfully demonstrated the use of a deformable mirror 
system to effectively pre-distort laser beams. The adaptive optical system 
employs hundreds of small actuators that deform the surface of the mirror in 
response to atmospheric scatter sampling data to eliminate, or “null out,” 
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atmospheric distortion. The Air Force is continuing to examine potentially 
less complex alternatives.65 While critical to the success of certain high-
energy laser applications, earlier experiments demonstrated that these tech-
nologies are not essential for lasers employed at tactical ranges of less than 
20 kilometers.66 

Tracking and Fire Control Systems. To achieve the most rapid destruc-
tion of the target, a laser weapon must deposit the maximum amount of en-
ergy on the smallest possible area of the surface of the target. This con-
straint puts high demands on the tracking and fire control systems associ-
ated with a laser weapon.67 One advantage of laser weapons is the incredible 
speed differential between lasers that operate at the equivalent of Mach 
1,000,000 and missiles at speeds of Mach 2-3. Even a hypersonic missile 
will move only a comparatively short distance during the time it takes for a 
laser to engage it. The ultimate successes of the Airborne Laser Laboratory, 
the Sea Lite Beam Director, and the Nautilus program all demonstrate that 
the basic technology for laser tracking and fire control systems is available. 
While the Sea Lite Beam Director was deemed to be too large for shipboard 
installation, its developer was confident ten years ago that a downscaled en-
gineering development model was feasible.68 

Laser Limitations 

While size, weight, volume, power, and cooling requirements dominate 
discussions of airborne and space-based laser applications, the greatest 
challenges for terrestrial or sea-based system originate from atmospheric 
effects. The effects of turbulence have been discussed and, as noted, atmos-
pheric turbulence is a limiting factor for strategic applications, such as the 
using the Space-Based Laser or the Airborne Laser for missile defense. For 
tactical applications, atmospheric turbulence is just one environmental fac-
tor to be considered along with absorption, scatter, and thermal blooming. 

Absorption. In simplest terms, only photons at specific wavelengths are 
absorbed because the energy levels that exist in a given molecule are present 
in discrete states. Therefore, only a single spectral line is absorbed for each 
excited state. In practice, a broadening of spectral lines results in a series of 
so-called “window regions” or ranges of wavelengths in which absorption is 
relatively weak.69 In the infrared region, water and carbon dioxide molecu-
lar absorption defines the window regions. At millimeter and microwave 
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wavelengths, absorption by diatomic oxygen and water molecules is the 
predominant factor. The characteristic windows used for military applica-
tions have traditionally been the 8-12 micron and 3-5 micron windows. The 
COIL exploits the window at 1.3 microns.70 

Absorption and refraction significantly influence the use of lasers for ter-
restrial and maritime applications. The lower portion of the atmosphere, the 
troposphere, extends to a nominal altitude of 11 kilometers, or approxi-
mately 36,000 feet. Most of the principal atmospheric attenuators, including 
water and carbon dioxide molecules, clouds, fog and other aerosols, are 
found in this region. While the amount of water vapor present is highly de-
pendent upon seasonal and weather variations, it is the predominant factor 
in the maritime environment. In addition to absorption by individual water 
molecules, water vapor also influences particle scattering.71 The effect of 
these variations is to make atmospheric predictions difficult. 

Scattering. For the purpose of this discussion, atmospheric particles can 
be divided into two groups, aerosols and hydrometers. The first group has 
an average radius of less than one micron. Scattering by aerosols is signifi-
cantly greater than the molecular scattering described above.72 On the other 
hand, hydrometers or water bearing particles tend to be substantially larger 
than one micron. Given their larger size, they do not remain suspended, but 
instead are removed by coagulation, fallout, or washout. Again, the widely 
varying sources and methods of distribution make it difficult to predict how 
the propagation device for a laser will perform on any given day. In addition 
to these natural challenges, there are also military obscurants that have me-
dian particle diameters ranging from 0.6 to 3.4 microns.73 

Thermal Blooming. As a high-energy laser beam propagates through the 
air, small amounts of energy are transferred to the molecules along its path. 
The heated air expands and effectively creates a lens, which distorts the la-
ser beam. This spreading effect is generally referred to as thermal blooming. 
While an annoyance for low power laser applications, such as illuminating a 
target for destruction with a conventional weapon, blooming can become a 
limiting factor in the efficiency of high-power lasers. While wind and beam 
motion are significant factors in determining the magnitude of the effect, 
thermal blooming poses the greatest single challenge for laser applications 
in the troposphere.74 

Summary. Laser technology has matured greatly over the last forty years. 
While the development of higher power and more efficient devices continue 
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to progress, the significant fact is that lasers have the demonstrated ability to 
destroy missiles. Terrestrial and maritime lasers capable of delivering suffi-
cient power for weapons applications appear to be feasible without major 
technological innovations. The limitations imposed by tropospheric propa-
gation phenomena are still undetermined, but it must be understood that this 
could ultimately compromise the effectiveness of laser-based systems for air 
defense. 

Radio Frequency Weapons Technologies 

The second major category of directed energy weapons are the Radio 
Frequency (RF) devices. Rather than operating in the infrared, visual, or 
ultra-violet spectra, these devices operate in the communications, naviga-
tion, and radar frequency bands from approximately 100 MHz to 10 GHz. 
Radio frequency devices are typically sub-categorized as either High Power 
Microwave (HPM) or Ultra-Wideband (UWB) systems.* 

Origins. With their origin in the radio and radar devices developed in the 
first half of the twentieth century, microwave devices pre-dated the devel-
opment of lasers. Indeed, World War II had proven the value of microwave 
technology for communications and sensors. The 1970’s saw the commer-
cialization of microwave technology as the microwave oven became a 
household fixture. While much of the radar and communications research in 
the military focused on signal processing in a never ending drive to extract 
ever smaller signals from an increasingly noisy environment, significant 
progress was made in the development of new transmission systems. New 
solid state transmitters were developed and electronically scanned phased 
arrays began to replace simple mechanically scanned antennas in many ap-
plications. 

There were separate efforts to examine the effects of the electromagnetic 
pulse associated with the detonation of nuclear weapons. While the 1957 
edition of The Effects of Nuclear Weapons did not directly address electro-
magnetic pulse phenomena, the latter were included in the 1964 revision 

* High-power microwave devices typically operate at frequencies between 1-20 GHz with large 
pulse widths (on the order of one microsecond) and relatively narrow bandwidths (nominally 
one percent of the frequency, which equates to approximately 10 MHz at the lower end and as 
much as 100 MHz at the upper end). Ultra-wideband systems are characterized by narrow pulse 
widths of less than 100 nanoseconds and bandwidths that may exceed 50 percent of the center 
frequency. Typical wideband devices have bandwidths that range from 200 MHz to 3 GHz. 
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and filled an entire chapter in the 1977 edition.75 Scientists learned that 
EMP was a likely cause of the electronic equipment malfunctions that were 
encountered during atmospheric testing. One publicized example was the 
large-scale failure of streetlights on the island of Oahu, which was caused 
by a high-altitude detonation 500 miles away at Johnston Island. The failure 
was traced to “over-current protection” devices that were installed in the 
system’s transformers. There were anecdotal reports that “hundreds” of bur-
glar alarms in Honolulu began sounding at the same time.76 

The cessation of atmospheric testing in 1962 forced scientists to seek 
other means to examine the EMP phenomena. Both transmission line and 
radiating simulators were developed to produce representative fields. While 
not exact replications of the post-detonation environment, they provided a 
great deal of data on coupling mechanisms, circuit vulnerabilities, and 
weaknesses in system design. They also provided the impetus for the explo-
ration of EMP as a weapon.77 

During the Cold War, the Soviet Union developed an extensive re-
search program in high-power RF technologies. Soviet work included the 
successful development of the Magnetically Insulated Linear Oscillator 
(MILO), a device which was invented in the United States, but later aban-
doned in the 1980’s. The Soviets also exploited the work of Andrei Sakha-
rov on the Magneto-cumulative Generator (MCG) for the development of 
explosively-driven power supplies. Since the 1991, Russia and other 
newly independent states are reported to have used MCGs to drive ultra-
wideband and high power microwave sources, lasers, and rail-guns.78 

Concern in the West solidified in 1994 when General Loborev, Director of 
Moscow’s Central Institute of Physics and Technology, distributed a paper 
by A. B. Prishchepenko that described how to employ an explosively-
driven RF weapon. 

Characteristics. High power RF systems are distinct from traditional 
electronic warfare systems. Rather than simply deceiving the victim with 
random noise or false targets, the goal of both HPM and UWB devices is to 
overwhelm the ability of a target to reject or disperse RF energy, which then 
leaves the victim system susceptible to disruption or destruction.79 Rather 
than relying on the target system’s signal path as electronic warfare systems 
do, high power RF techniques exploit electrical pathways to vital sub-
systems. 

In general terms, there are two pathways that may be employed to reach 
a susceptible subsystem. The first path is the so-called “front-door” that di-
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rects energy at the antenna. If the microwave energy is directed at a fre-
quency that falls within the design bandwidth of the system, the target may 
be particularly vulnerable since its receiver is designed to detect and process 
the relatively weak returning signals. Out-of-band signals may also couple 
with the antenna system and overwhelm the signal processor. While narrow 
band HPM systems can be particularly effective using front door tech-
niques, their success relies upon an understanding of the target’s design 
characteristics. 

The second path of susceptibility is so-called “back-door” coupling. This 
refers to any radiation coupling that follows a path other than that which 
exists through the antenna. Cracks or gaps in an airframe, exposed wires, or 
any other conductive material can provide a path for energy to reach key 
electronic components. While back-door paths require higher energy levels 
before damage is likely to occur, they are typically much more difficult to 
eliminate. 

The increasing reliance on metal oxide semiconductor devices increases 
the vulnerability of electronic components to EMP effects.80 While there has 
been extensive work on the effects of a nuclear generated EMP, those data 
reflect the lower characteristic frequency band and longer pulses seen in 
nuclear detonations and may not be applicable to the disruption and damage 
caused by high-power microwave devices. For example, the shorter pulse-
widths of HPM and UWB obviate the current protection methods used 
against nuclear EMP. While the strength of nuclear electromagnetic pulses 
decreases rapidly above the Very High Frequency (VHF) band (30-300 
MHz), UWB devices cover the spectrum from hundreds of megahertz into 
the gigahertz range. Moreover, HPM devices routinely operate at frequen-
cies up to tens of gigahertz. The fact that the shorter HPM and UWB pulses 
are faster than the response time of typical limiters means that the targeted 
system can be damaged or destroyed before the protection circuit reacts. At 
the other extreme, there are devices with long duration (millisecond) pulses 
that can cause significant damage. 

Potential RF weapon sources may be categorized by their bandwidth, 
pulse duration, and the energy source used to drive the device. There are 
three types of pulsed power systems generally under study: capacitive, in-
ductive, and explosive. As previously discussed, recent attention has been 
devoted to the possibility of developing explosively driven RF munitions. 

Power Systems. There have been proposals for RF devices that would 
convert the chemical energy of an explosive reaction into magnetic energy, 
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which would then be converted into electrical energy, and finally into mi-
crowave energy. While this is an inherently inefficient process, chemical 
explosives are a readily available energy source. The projected yields of the 
proposed devices are relatively small.82 To be effective, the weapon would 
have to detonate relatively close to the target (within a kilometer or less) in 
order to exploit the inherent lack of shielding in most sensor and weapon 
systems today. 

An alternative approach is to develop electrically driven devices that can 
eliminate two of the energy conversion steps and can provide a multi-shot 
capability.83 Early attempts were hindered by the need for a large external 
power supply and energy storage system, such as a massive bank of ca-
pacitors. These limitations may be overcome by emerging technologies. The 
first technology entails a set of solid state pursers developed at the Ioffe 
Physico-Technical Institute in St. Petersburg, Russia. The system uses nano-
second and picosecond switches to develop 10 nanosecond, 10 kHz pulses 
for a ground penetrating geological sensor. One observer has reported that 
such devices could be used to construct a briefcase sized, adjustable jammer 
that is capable of delivering 100 kilovolts per meter at 5 meters. Related 
technologies include a high-current electron accelerator known a RADAN 
that has claimed an output power in excess of 5 MW, using a 12 volt battery 
power supply, as well as the Russian built NAGIRA radar that demonstrated 
a 300 MW peak power.84 

Alternatively, pulsed power systems that use inductive storage devices 
are appealing because they can store more energy per unit volume with a 
magnetic field than an electric field. To date, limitations in switching tech-
nology have precluded their widespread use. Both inductive and capacitive 
pulsed power systems will require further development if they are to pro-
vide weapons with a multi-shot capability.85 

Microwave Sources. A wide variety of HPM narrowband sources have 
been developed over the years. In addition to the magnetically insulated lin-
ear oscillator previously mentioned, a number of other technologies are pos-
sible.86 Current technology has produced a 25-gigawatt ultra-wideband 
source, a 100-gigawatt UWB device is anticipated within a year, and finally, 
travelling wave devices are also being explored for UWB applications. 

Ultra-wideband Devices. Freed from the need to be precisely tuned at a 
particular frequency, ultra-wideband devices are generally limited by 
switching technology and antenna design. There are two common ap-
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proaches to switching devices. The first, spark gap switching, was described 
in congressional testimony as a candidate for use in a “homemade” Tran-
sient Electro-magnetic Device.87 While it offers a simple and inexpensive 
solution, the device’s lengthy recovery time between firings makes it better 
suited for single shot applications.88 While the development of suitable solid 
state switches has been more difficult, there has been progress with the use 
of photoconductive semiconductor switches that are triggered by a laser. A 
number of other approaches are also under investigation. 

Antenna design for ultra-wideband systems poses unique challenges. The 
very nature of a wideband system makes interference with a number of 
friendly surveillance and communications systems possible. To avoid such 
problems the directionality (pointing) of the transmitting antenna is critical. 
Most current UWB systems use Transverse Electro-Magnetic (TEM) 
horns.89 A variation of the TEM horn, known as the Impulse Radiating An-
tenna (IRA), adds a parabolic reflector. The Phillips Research Site has suc-
ceeded in demonstrating an IRA that provides a conical beam whose width 
is approximately one-degree. By focusing the energy in such a narrow 
beam, the impulse radiating antenna makes it possible to dramatically re-
duce the potential for fratricide, thereby making the employment of an ultra-
wideband device feasible in an operational environment. Research continues 
into alternatives that would permit the use of conventional dispersive anten-
nas by pre-distorting the signal so that the desired output is obtained. Addi-
tional theoretical work is attempting to develop an antenna with broadband 
characteristics that range from the low megahertz range to multi-gigahertz 
frequencies. 

Summary. While each of these devices has advantages and limitations, 
the significant progress made in the last ten years strongly suggests that high 
power RF weapons can be produced within the next two decades. A key 
factor will be the development of devices whose waveforms minimize at-
mospheric breakdown. Other critical technologies that require further de-
velopment are reliable, compact, pulsed power systems, higher power mi-
crowave sources, solid state switching devices, and impulse radiating anten-
nas. The development of planar arrays with electronic steering to support 
both HPM and UWB systems is highly desirable from an operational per-
spective.90 
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Comparison of RF Weapon and High-Energy Laser Technologies 

Many researchers have recognized that these two forms of directed en-
ergy provide complimentary capabilities in the development of weapon 
systems. Lasers are precise; however, their precision requires complex 
pointing and tracking systems. By contrast, RF systems offer area coverage 
with less stringent demands for target tracking; however, the penalty is to 
reduce the ability to discriminate between friend and foe. While a narrow 
laser beam has the potential to deliver greater energy at point targets over 
long distances, such systems can be severely degraded by weather and at-
mospheric conditions. On the other hand, while RF systems are limited to 
substantially shorter ranges even under the best conditions, they have the 
distinct advantage of suffering only modest attenuation due to weather and 
atmospherics. 

The research community has made tremendous strides over the last dec-
ade. A reasonable estimate is that both technologies are on the verge of fur-
ther advancements that will enhance their value as weapons. Nonetheless, 
the fundamental physical differences between lasers and RF systems leave 
the operational advantages of each relatively unchanged (See Table 1). 

While neither of these technologies is fully mature, nothing in principle 
precludes their successful development as “speed of light” weapons. Recent 
analyses have indicated that the volume, weight, power, and cooling re-
quirements of these technologies may limit airborne and space-based appli-
cations for the foreseeable future.91 Nevertheless, the US Air Force Scien-
tific Advisory Board is guardedly optimistic about the feasibility of devel-
oping laser and RF weapons for fighter aircraft over the next thirty years.92 

Cost is a constraint with the present state of the art, particularly for any 
application that involves a significant number of platforms. In the long term, 
however, cost does not appear to be an insurmountable obstacle. The con-
tinuing commercial demand for improvements in the manufacturing of 
electronic components is likely to reduce the cost of components. While it is 
unrealistic to expect that the trend toward lower unit costs over the last dec-
ade will continue unabated, the demands placed upon the commercial elec-
tronics market should further reduce costs.93 
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Table 1. Comparison of RF Weapon and High-energy Laser Technologies94 

RF Weapons High-energy Lasers 
Generally affects targets from the inside out. 
Mechanism is electronic destruction or disrup-
tion. 

Generally affects targets from the outside in. 
Mechanism is typically structural destruction. 

Wavelengths from 0.1 cm to 3.0 m. 
Invisible. 

Wavelengths from 0.27 microns to 5 microns. 
Visible to infrared (invisible). 

Relatively weather insensitive. Clouds and dust 
are not major factors. 

Environmentally sensitive to clouds, dust, and 
molecular absorption. 

Monolith and/or phased emitters. Generally monolith. Phased arrays under de-
velopment. 

Generally large apertures, metal antennas, 
ground planes. Relatively durable. 

Modest apertures, glass mirrors, coatings and 
cleaner transmitters needed. Optical surfaces 
more susceptible to damage. 

Relatively large beamwidths. (Minimum on the 
order of 1 degree.) Typically flood the target 
with radiation. Possibility for illumination of 
multiple targets simultaneously. 

Extremely narrow beams. Uses small laser spot 
to surgically attack individual target. Requires 
precise target tracking. Limited to engaging 
one target at a time. 

Both approaches share the following characteristics: 

Destructive power travels at the speed of light. 

Capable of graduated effects from degrade, disrupt, damage and destroy. 

Source: Adapted from Barry Hogge, Chief Scientist, Directed Energy Di-
rectorate, Phillips Research Site, “Assessment of the SAB Aerospace Expe-
ditionary Force Studies Recommendations,” May 1, 1998. 

As previously discussed, there are certain physical limitations with both 
of these directed energy technologies that significantly limit their military 
utility. For lasers, the principal limitations are atmospheric effects, me-
chanical scanning, and the maximum power that can be delivered. The ab-
sorption and scattering effects will preclude lasers from becoming true all-
weather weapons in the near term, even if the transmissivity window in the 
one-micron region could be exploited. Moreover, any sensor limited to a 
single relatively narrow band is vulnerable to counter-measures.95 

Thermal blooming is the most significant long-term challenge because it 
offsets many of the advances in power generation. Beyond a certain point, 
simply adding more power is not the answer. Further research in pulse 
shaping and dwell times will be necessary to overcome these limitations. As 
the National Research Council suggested, it is unlikely that the ability to 
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deliver laser power will keep pace with the efforts to harden the nose cones 
of missiles. Before deciding whether the challenge can be solved, one must 
understand that historically missiles have been successfully engaged when 
lasers are directed at control surfaces and fuselages from oblique aspects.96 

It is likely that a missile, which maneuvers to avoid other defensive systems, 
could be engaged by a laser. 

Current laser systems generally employ mechanically scanned apertures, 
but these have two disadvantages. The first is to increase the response time 
required for mechanically slewing, or pointing, the laser. The second, 
seemingly mundane issue, is the increased complexity of providing a pro-
tective cover for the aperture that protects it from environmental damage 
while not interfering with the transmission of high-power laser energy. The 
development of large planar laser arrays, as proposed in the New World 
Vistas study, provides a long-term solution to both of these problems.97 

The evidence from the first phase of the USAF study “Directed En-
ergyA pplications in Tactical Airborne Combat” (DE-ATAC) is that mi-
crowave devices have the greatest potential in the near term. This includes 
applications in enhanced munitions, large and small aircraft self-defense, 
and integrating directed energy into unmanned combat air vehicles (UCAV) 
for suppressing enemy air defenses (SEAD).98 

Nevertheless, RF directed energy weapons still face a number of physical 
limitations. As transmitted power is increased, high-power microwave 
weapons confront the problem of air breakdown. Current research efforts 
are devoted to identifying waveforms that permit the maximum transfer of 
energy without reaching the breakdown threshold. Propagation losses can 
limit the effective range of RF systems, since even a focused beam spreads 
dramatically as the range to the target increases.99 

Narrow band HPM systems typically have better transmission character-
istics and fewer problems with fratricide than wide band systems, but nar-
row band systems require some prior knowledge of the threat and can be 
defeated by hardening. However, ultra-wideband microwave systems offer 
broad coverage of the threat even when one has little or no knowledge of the 
enemy’s system. With less energy being transmitted at a given frequency 
(fewer watts per megahertz), current UWB systems have significantly 
shorter effective ranges than narrow band systems. Research continues in 
efforts to build a true “dispersion-less” antenna that would increase the tac-
tical ranges of UWB systems without further complicating the fratri-
cide/suicide problems.100 
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Any conclusions about the viability of directed energy weapons must be 
understood in the context of the potential applications. The United States 
has focused on the use of directed energy weapons for anti-missile defense 
(both cruise and ballistic). As the DE-ATAC study addressed, there are sev-
eral other applications that could be adopted by potentially hostile nations. It 
is not prudent to forego the development of directed energy weapons be-
cause they do not provide a complete solution to the anti-missile defense 
problem. Finally, it is evident that directed energy devices offer a new form 
of weapons that can deliver lethal power at an unprecedented speed. The 
likelihood that some nation will choose to build such weapons means that 
U.S. forces will be placed in jeopardy if they are not able to respond to this 
threat. For now, RF weapons and high-energy lasers appear to offer the best 
methods for countering the threat of attack at the speed of light. 
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V. Directed Energy and Fleet Defense 

This section focuses on a framework for understanding how directed en-
ergy systems may contribute to fleet defense, and in particular with devel-
oping a more robust capability against new generations of anti-ship cruise 
missiles. The broader argument is that the inherent flexibility of directed 
energy systems makes them attractive candidates for other missions, in-
cluding the neutralization of small fast patrol boats, sensor blinding, and 
other anti-surveillance measures. 

Anti-ship Missile Defense 

As previously discussed, advanced anti-ship cruise missiles pose the 
greatest threat to major naval powers in the foreseeable future. Directed en-
ergy systems provide two primary mechanisms and one secondary mecha-
nism for cruise missile engagement and destruction. The primary methods 
are to disrupt or disable the missile using electromagnetic effects produced 
by an ultra-wideband microwave system, or to destroy a non-maneuvering 
missile with a surface-to-air missile. Because of its susceptibility to envi-
ronmental limitations, a laser system may be unavailable when needed. 
Therefore, direct destruction with a high-energy laser is defined as a secon-
dary mechanism, even though it will be the first system to engage threats in 
tactical situations. 

An ultra-wideband microwave system can be used to induce the transient 
effects of disturbance and upset, as well as the more lasting effects of latch-
up or burnout.101 The specific effect is less important than the fact that some 
disturbance is introduced. The greater the missile’s speed and the lower its 
altitude, the more susceptible it will be to minor perturbations in its guid-
ance and control system. Sea-skimming missile systems require extremely 
fast control systems to avoid flying into the water even in relatively benign 
weather. A Mach 3.0 missile (3000 feet per second) flying 30 feet above the 
sea travels approximately 150 feet during a 50 millisecond disruption. Thus, 
even a minor disturbance of the missile’s radar altimeter or guidance soft-
ware could be sufficient to create a “hard kill” if the missile hits the surface 
of the sea. If sufficient energy can be deposited to induce latch-up or burn-
out, the probability of kill increases. An ultra-wideband source eliminates 
the need for specific knowledge about the enemy missile because it is not 
necessary to target specific mechanisms in the missile. The wider the fre-
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quency coverage of the UWB device means that it is more likely to disrupt 
or damage the missile. 

An alternative mechanism employs a high-energy laser system to detect, 
track, and engage the sensor that guides the incoming missile. For missiles 
coming in head-on, it may be difficult or impossible to obtain a structural or 
payload kill. While the radome itself may be susceptible to damage, the 
physical placement of the guidance and control systems within the missile 
body may preclude a direct kill.102 However, once the missile’s sensor sys-
tem has been damaged or destroyed, it is more vulnerable to both micro-
wave disruption and direct attack. Typically, cruise missiles are pro-
grammed to fly to the last known target location if sensor data are lost. 
When the ability of the missile to maneuver is eliminated, it dramatically 
increases the probability that a conventional surface-to-air missile, such as 
the RIM-116A, can destroy the missile. Alternatively, if an incoming mis-
sile is deprived of sensor updates, it will be unable to reacquire the target 
and adjust its track when its guidance system is momentarily disrupted by 
microwave illumination. 

Crossing targets, which are targets that approach a unit’s defensive pe-
rimeter tangentially, generally pose the greatest difficulties for conventional 
air defense missile systems, but these are also the most vulnerable to de-
struction with lasers. A variety of test programs have demonstrated that ter-
restrial and airborne laser systems can successfully engage missile targets in 
crossing scenarios.103 While such targets traditionally were engaged by area 
defense systems, the trend towards increasingly sophisticated anti-ship mis-
siles means that point-defense systems must now confront maneuvering 
missiles. In collaborative defense, the attacker is faced with the dilemma of 
maneuvering to defeat point-defense missile systems and risking destruction 
by a high-energy laser. The alternative is to proceed directly at the target to 
minimize the ability of the laser to engage it, while maximizing the prob-
ability of successful engagement by a surface-to-air missile. Table 2 com-
pares the performance of high-energy lasers against head-on and crossing 
missile targets. 
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Table 2. High-energy Laser Lethality against Missile Threats104 

Kill 
Assurance 

Effective 
Range 

Type Kill Aim Point Engagement 
Head-on Crossing 

High 

Low 

Short 

Long 

Structural Propulsion System 
Structural Member 

No 
No 

Yes 
Yes 

Payload Warhead 
Propellant 

No 
No 

Yes 
Yes 

Aerodynamic Radome 
Control Surfaces 

Yes 
No 

No 
Yes 

Control System Autopilot 
Other electronic 
control systems 

No 
Yes 

Yes 
No 

Sensor 
Destruction 

RF & EO Seekers 

Imaging Sensor 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

No 
Sensor Dazzle E/O Seeker 

Imaging Seeker 
Yes 
Yes 

No 
No 

Source: Adapted from briefing materials provided by Mr. Young Cook, 
NRL, Washington, DC, from a presentation to the 1st Directed Energy 
Symposium, Kirtland AFB, New Mexico, November 6, 1998. 

The tendency to increase the speed and reduce the signature of anti-ship 
missiles makes it increasingly problematic to defend against these missiles. 
A Mach 4.0 missile skimming the waves at 3 meters could be engaged for 
approximately 20 seconds from the time that it became detectable. This 
leaves very little time for track detection, acquisition, identification, and 
hand-off to a weapon system, and in that case the time of flight of the inter-
cepting missile significantly affects the success or failure of engagement. 
The defender has an inherent disadvantage because the intercepting missile 
must accelerate from zero to Mach 3.0+ in a matter of seconds. Even if the 
defending missile is fired at the moment the attacker crosses the radar hori-
zon, the maximum intercept point will be approximately 7 nautical miles 
from the defended point. There is a finite amount of time to train and ele-
vate the launcher for each engagement, as well as to initiate the ignition se-
quence for each missile fired. With anti-ship missiles attacking in quick 
succession, the defender’s cycle time is highly compressed, which makes a 
defense against a “stream raid” more difficult even with an autonomous 
weapon such as the RIM-116A. 
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Attempts to counter this vicious cycle with conventional missile devel-
opments are unlikely to succeed because the same technologies that improve 
the speed, agility, and response time of the defender’s missiles are just as 
likely to improve the attacker’s performance. By using directed energy sys-
tems, the defender has a speed advantage on the order of roughly six orders 
of magnitude to reduce the “time of flight” required to reach the approach-
ing missile. In the 2-5 seconds required to deposit laser energy on a target, a 
Mach 4.0 missile will travel only about 3.5 nautical miles. Given a suffi-
ciently powerful laser in this scenario, the attacker could be destroyed at 16-
18 nautical miles from the defending platform, which is more than twice the 
best distance attained with conventional systems.105 

As previously discussed, air breakdown will generally limit ultra-
wideband microwave systems to shorter ranges than laser systems. How-
ever, microwave systems still enjoy a significant speed advantage over con-
ventional missiles. In addition, the typical maximum dwell time that is nec-
essary to produce disruptions within the guidance package of the attacking 
missile is on the order of 600 milliseconds or less. 

Unfortunately, drastically reducing the “time of flight” for directed en-
ergy does not eliminate the requirements for detection, acquisition, and 
identification. These processes dominate the engagement sequence for a di-
rected energy system. Unless mechanically scanned surveillance systems, 
such as the SPS-48E, are replaced with fixed planar arrays, the defender 
may lose 3-4 miles of the battle space before it has the first opportunity to 
detect the target.106 This time is critical in the case of cruise missiles that 
have dramatically reduced signatures. While laser trackers and other electro-
optical devices will produce marginal improvements in acquisition and 
tracking times, each has vulnerabilities to environmental factors. Neverthe-
less, the fact that directed energy weapons reduce the “time of flight” gives 
the defender that much more time to detect, identify, and engage the target. 

Anti-aircraft Defense 

Cruise missiles approaching a ship typically leave little doubt as to hos-
tile intent. However, aircraft are more problematic. There may be a signifi-
cant number of so-called aircraft, which are neither friend nor foe, but oper-
ate within the battle space, which explains why “track identification” is 
critical in such situations. During flight operations, aircraft carriers have the 
additional challenge of distinguishing between hostile and friendly aircraft. 
Electronic identification systems are of some help, although no electronic 
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system fully addresses the problems of cryptographic compromise and bat-
tle damage. The drastic reduction in “time of flight” of directed energy sys-
tems allows a more rigorous identification process to be employed, and 
thereby decreases the probability of fratricide. 

Hostile tactical aircraft carrying laser guided munitions or short-range 
air-to-surface rockets are generally a lesser-included case in the air defense 
problem. The preferred means of engaging tactical aircraft is likely to be 
other tactical aircraft, given the latter’s ability to obtain a visual or multi-
sensor confirmation of the target’s identity at far greater ranges than any 
surface based sensor. 

While tactical aircraft are subject to destruction in much the same fash-
ion as cruise missiles, there are some substantive differences. For example, 
the destruction of the radome of a tactical aircraft is likely to have little im-
pact on its aerodynamic survivability. In fact, its destruction may not di-
minish the effectiveness of air launched anti-ship missiles that are equipped 
with active seekers. On the other hand, the aircraft’s control surfaces, fuel 
tanks, and weapons stores offer a variety of aim points, even when ap-
proaching the ship head-on. If environmental conditions permit, the laser is 
likely to be the weapon of choice. Its ability to precisely track the target and 
its short “time of flight” minimize the risk of fratricide. It also provides the 
options for engaging missiles at long-ranges, which means that the defender 
may be able to fire fewer weapons and thereby slow the rate at which the 
ship’s magazine is depleted. As a back up, the Rolling Airframe Missile 
provides an all-weather capability for aircraft engagement. 

Microwave systems, as with the CIWS that they would replace, are the 
least desirable option for anti-aircraft defense. Shipboard ultra-wideband 
microwave systems are not likely to have lethal effects for two reasons. 
First, an aircraft that fires a short-range tactical missile or lofts a laser-
guided bomb will likely remain outside the range of an UWB device. Sec-
ond, manned aircraft tend to incorporate far more robust and redundant 
control systems than unmanned missiles. It would require the near simulta-
neous disruption of two or more independent flight control computers to 
adversely affect an aircraft with a typical digital flight control system. The 
effects of microwave defensive systems are likely to be far more subtle. The 
most vulnerable systems are those with antennas, such as those that support 
communication and sensor systems. 

The disruption and degradation of aircraft sensors and mission computers 
will make it more difficult for enemy pilots to attack the carrier success-
fully. The more sophisticated the aircraft, the greater the probability that the 
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mission computer will control the essential sub-systems. For example, seek-
ers on externally carried stores are particularly vulnerable to disruption. To 
preclude inadvertent destruction of the launch platform, most air-launched 
missiles are required to pass an internal self-test before it will accept a 
launch enable signal. Any disturbance of the missile guidance and control 
circuitry may be sufficient to preclude the release of the weapon. With the 
exception of fixed-fin, forward firing rockets and so-called “dumb iron 
bombs,” any weapon is subject to the same type of microwave effects that a 
cruise missile will encounter in the terminal phase. Microwave systems may 
also offer a limited defense against unguided ballistic weapons, such as 
bombs and rockets, by damaging the fusing mechanism or causing prema-
ture detonation. 

Directed energy weapons would provide an enhanced capability against 
the category of aircraft that are known as “low, slow flyers.” This typically 
includes light civil aircraft, ultra-lights, and helicopters that are character-
ized by relatively low speeds (less than 300 knots), low infrared signatures, 
and few if any distinctive electronic emissions.107 If environmental condi-
tions permit, the laser provides the system of choice. An integrated laser 
tracker, such as the Sea Lite Beam Director, can provide an image of the 
target at long range. In the past, light aircraft and helicopters have exploited 
their small size to obtain a visual identification of the carrier or other high 
value units before they could be positively identified. The laser director-
tracker shifts the advantage back to the surface ship, because once the target 
is positively identified as hostile the laser can destroy it before the target can 
approach friendly units. 

If the target’s identity cannot be determined, or if the rules of engage-
ment preclude its destruction at long range, the ultra-wideband microwave 
system has a high probability of successfully engaging the target in the ter-
minal phase. The propulsion systems of light civil aircraft and ultra-lights 
are particularly vulnerable to disruption. If the aircraft is being used in a 
kamikaze role, there is the additional possibility that the use of UWB mi-
crowave weapons could cause the premature detonation of its explosive 
cargo. 

Military helicopters are another problem. While lightly armed reconnais-
sance helicopters, without anti-ship missiles, may be countered in the same 
manner as other low, slow flyers, those equipped with anti-ship cruise mis-
siles pose a threat similar to tactical aircraft. Fortunately, when configured 
with missiles, the tactical ranges of helicopters are generally limited and, if 
based ashore, are unlikely to reach carriers that are operating 100-150 nauti-
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cal miles off the coast. Nevertheless, this threat must be considered. For a 
helicopter to employ its weapons at their optimum ranges, it must identify 
the target vessel by some means. Unless it has third party targeting, the heli-
copter will have to enter the ship’s “surveillance volume,” which provides 
an opportunity for the defender to detect and identify the helicopter. Once 
again, if environmental conditions permit, the laser system offers the opti-
mum combination for long-range identification and rapid engagement. Oth-
erwise, the engagement options are the same as for tactical aircraft. 

Anti-Surface Ship Options 

The aircraft carrier must also be able to defend itself against hostile sur-
face craft. While the primary means of destroying enemy combatants is 
generally anti-ship missiles and other guided munitions launched from car-
rier based aircraft, every high value unit needs a method of self-defense that 
is not constrained by flight operations. The Seasparrow has a limited anti-
ship capability.108 The potential effectiveness of the RIM-116A in a counter-
surface mode is unknown, but the relatively small size of the warhead (25 
lbs) is likely to be a limiting factor.109 While the addition of directed energy 
systems is unlikely to produce a mechanism for directly engaging surface 
combatants, there may be new opportunities for neutralizing such threats 
with non-lethal measures. As with air defense, one of the greatest advan-
tages of a laser director-tracker is its ability to illuminate and visually iden-
tify targets at long range. 

Non-lethal Capabilities 

Directed energy offers the potential to disrupt the sensors of a surface 
combatant at the maximum line of sight. The rapid responsiveness of di-
rected energy weapons makes them particularly useful against high-speed 
patrol boats or surface-effect craft that can effectively out-maneuver the 
harassing fire of conventional gun systems.110 The physical characteristics 
of directed energy systems give the defender greater control over the effects 
generated than any conventional weapon. Lasers have the ability to travel 
great distances, and the narrow beam and excellent beam control provides a 
high degree of certainty that the energy will be deposited on the target. Ul-
tra-wideband microwave systems have a broader beam (on the order of one 
degree), but are limited in range by the upper limits imposed by the atmos-
pheric breakdown that occurs at higher power levels. Both systems can be 
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employed in scenarios in which the risk of collateral damage or that the en-
ergy could be traced back to the ship would preclude the firing of conven-
tional weapons. 

Anti-Fast Patrol Boat Operations. While the destruction of radomes, 
antennas, and waveguides can render enemy radar unusable, electro-optical 
sensors are even more vulnerable than RF devices to laser destruction. De-
structive techniques provide essentially the same level of protection as 
jamming without exposing the defender to attack by an anti-radiation mis-
sile. Unlike a jammer, the laser can be secured once the sensor is destroyed. 
The narrow beam of a laser weapon makes it less liable to counter-detection 
than a laser illuminator. Depending upon the characteristics of the laser and 
the sophistication of the techniques used, the opponent may not discern the 
cause of the sensor failure until it can examine the waveguide or antenna 
itself.111 Given the lethal ranges of fast patrol boats, microwave systems 
may be able to do little more than disrupt sensitive electronic surveillance 
and communications systems. 

Counter-terrorist Operations. On the other hand, small craft such as 
“boghammers” or “zodiacs,” that attempt to harass or attack the carrier may 
be neutralized by directed energy devices that are used for anti-personnel or 
anti-equipment purposes. Non-lethal options are particularly important 
when operating in areas where the use of conventional weapons may be pre-
cluded. For example, microwaves can neutralize the electrical systems of 
the attacker’s boats without creating an international incident because the 
potential terrorist would not have any tangible proof that defensive meas-
ures were taken.112 

Submarine Defense. There is a theoretical possibility that a laser director-
tracker could be used to detect and destroy submarine periscope sensors. If 
used for nothing else, it immediately places the submarine on the defensive 
because it sends an unambiguous message that the submarine has been de-
tected and identified. As with other anti-submarine weapons, it is essential 
to ensure that friendly submarines are not mistakenly attacked. This con-
cept, however, may not prove to be practical because the delay introduced 
by placing a human operator in the loop would assure that all but the least 
competent submariners would not be engaged.113 

Counter-surveillance. Directed energy weapons add a new alternative for 
dealing with both hostile and third party reconnaissance systems. The same 
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counter-sensor capabilities that can be employed for air and surface defense 
can also be used to neutralize long-range surveillance systems. For example, 
a maritime patrol aircraft that is supporting third-party targeting for coastal 
anti-ship missile batteries could have its electro-optic sensors destroyed and 
its radar and communications systems disrupted. Similar techniques could 
be used to discourage surface vessels from functioning as intelligence col-
lectors.114 Ultimately, a ship-based laser system could be employed to dis-
able surveillance from space-based platforms. Such a capability has broad 
tactical and strategic implications. 

Directed Energy Options 

The space, weight, power, and cooling requirements of directed energy 
technologies have a significant effect on the transition from engineering de-
velopment to operational weapons. While the technological community has 
made impressive progress in recent years, both systems require large aper-
tures to focus the transmitted energy as well as power distribution systems 
that are capable of providing megawatts of power. These physical con-
straints place a limit on the types of platforms that can be economically 
modified to accommodate them. While much of the historical work with 
directed energy systems focused on anti-ballistic missile applications, it is 
interesting to note that the employment of directed energy systems in a di-
rect-fire, short-range, tactical air defense mode would simplify the chal-
lenges of detection, tracking, and power generation. 

There are several possible ways to use directed energy to defend a ship. 
The purpose of this study is not to propose a definitive plan, but to establish 
a framework for understanding the potential capabilities and limitations of 
directed energy within which strategists and technologists can begin to as-
sess the impact on “fleet tactics.” As this study will argue, Nimitz class nu-
clear powered aircraft carriers (CVN) have a projected service life of over 
fifty years, and each carrier is scheduled for mid-life refueling and major 
overhaul at the 23-25 year point. As the largest naval vessels in the world, 
with dual nuclear power plants, these ships provide a viable option for the 
initial deployment of tactical directed energy systems. 

As presently configured, Nimitz class CVN’s employ a combination of 
NATO Seasparrow surface-to-air missiles and the Close-in-Weapon System 
(CIWS) Gatling gun for self-defense.115 While both the CIWS and the 
Seasparrow systems have undergone numerous upgrades since they were 
developed in the 1970’s, their continued effectiveness is of concern.116 The 
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replacement of these systems with a new generation of self-defense hard-
ware offers a way to ensure the survivability of the carrier in the face of 
more demanding threats. The current plan calls for the replacement of the 
CIWS with the RIM-116A Rolling Airframe Missile system and the possi-
ble replacement of the NATO Seasparrow System with the Evolved 
Seasparrow, if the latter ever comes to fruition. 

This study considers four alternatives for integrating directed energy 
systems into the self-defense suite of an aircraft carrier. The first option in-
volves the removal of the conventional gun and missile systems and their 
replacement with ultra-wideband microwave systems. The consensus, as 
expressed in the interim report of the DE-ATAC Study, is that in view of 
significant progress in high power microwave technology in the last decade, 
microwave systems offer the best option for an all-weather system. The two 
major concerns with this approach are the limited effective range of micro-
waves as a result of atmospheric breakdown at high powers and the inherent 
risks of depending on a single technology for a critical defensive system. 

The second alternative is the replacement of existing systems with high-
energy lasers. The deuterium fluoride laser is one of the more mature tech-
nologies that has undergone extensive testing under both the MIRACL and 
Nautilus programs. The high-energy laser has demonstrated that it has a ca-
pability against various tactical targets. The principal disadvantages of this 
approach are the laser’s susceptibility to environmental effects, and its po-
tentially limited capability against certain head-on targets. In maritime op-
erations, the primary defensive system must be able to function satisfacto-
rily wherever the ship is operating. If it relied solely upon a high-energy la-
ser system, the ship could be left defenseless for several days in the event of 
severe weather. 

The third option is to replace existing systems with a combined suite of 
ultra-wideband microwave systems and high-energy lasers. Under suitable 
environmental conditions, the long-range capabilities of the laser would 
complement the short-range, all-weather capabilities of the microwave sys-
tem. The unique advantage of this option is that both systems have essen-
tially bottomless magazines, which eliminates the need to reload in combat. 

The final alternative, similar to the third, combines both high-energy la-
ser and ultra-wideband microwave systems, and includes a conventional 
surface-to-air missile capability. This combination provides a robust set of 
self-defense capabilities that will function under a number of operational 
and environmental conditions. As part of this option, the Rolling Airframe 
Missile system provides a proven system that minimizes the risks associated 
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with the incorporation of directed energy systems that are still in develop-
ment. This study concludes that the fourth option provides the best alterna-
tive for a defensive suite that will meet the challenges of the first half of the 
twenty-first century. It provides the framework for this study’s examination 
of these directed energy concepts. The recommended option calls for re-
placement of the existing self-defense suite with two laser tracker director 
systems, four ultra-wideband microwave arrays and three Rolling Airframe 
Missile (RIM-116A) launcher systems. With three NATO Seasparrow 
magazine launcher assemblies, six associated radar directors and four CIWS 
mounts, the present self-defense suite contributes substantially to the ship’s 
topside weight.117 The weight, space, and power budgets allocated to the 
existing defensive systems appear large enough to accommodate the di-
rected energy systems under consideration. 

The Rolling Airframe Missile is programmed to replace the current 
CIWS and Seasparrow systems.118 Three Rolling Airframe Missile maga-
zine launchers could replace the three Seasparrow magazine launchers and 
nearly triple the number of missiles available.119 Already fielded on large 
amphibious assault ships such as the Wasp class, it complements directed 
energy systems under development with a capability that has been tested in 
world-wide naval operations. Equally important is the collaborative kill 
mechanism that exists when it is employed in conjunction with a high-
energy laser. 

The two laser tracker-directors could replace a pair of Seasparrow di-
rectors. Using an approach similar to the Sea Lite Beam Director and the 
Airborne Laser, each tracker-director would include a fully integrated sys-
tem comprised of an infrared search sensor, high resolution telescope, ac-
quisition tracker, track illuminator laser, fine grain tracker, and the weapon 
itself.120 Locating the laser tracker-directors on the carrier’s island structure 
maximizes the height of the laser aperture, keeps it out of the surface duct 
(thereby reducing attenuation due to moisture in the duct), and minimizes 
exposure to heavy sea spray. 

All CIWS mounts would be removed and be replaced with electronically 
steered planar arrays for the ultra-wideband microwave systems. Large pla-
nar arrays have demonstrated their environmental tolerance in the AEGIS 
cruiser and guided missile destroyer applications. Installed immediately 
below the flight deck, the arrays would at approximately the same height 
above the sea surface as the radar arrays on the latter classes of ships, while 
still providing a degree of physical isolation from other communication and 
sensor systems. An electronically scanned planar array is the preferred 
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choice for minimizing response time and reducing mechanical complexity. 
However, if the development of a broadband planar array is not practical 
technologically, then the impulse radiating antenna, which has been demon-
strated successfully by the Phillips Research Site, can be used. The current 
CIWS sponsons can provide satisfactory fields of view for mechanically 
steered, impulse radiating antennas. If one employs the same general ar-
rangement as used in the current defensive systems, then redundant defen-
sive coverage can be provided. 

The Nimitz class CVN propulsion plant is designed to provide steam for 
the aircraft catapult launch systems, as well as routine propulsion require-
ments, and to do so with a single reactor. The dual reactor configuration 
provides a substantial power margin. With appropriate modifications to the 
ship’s electrical power distribution system, the power demands for any fore-
seeable directed energy system could be met. Unlike terrestrial and airborne 
applications, a seaborne system has the advantage of being able to use sea-
water as a primary or secondary cooling medium. Using the current engi-
neering models for aircraft carriers as a point of reference, a reasonable as-
sumption is that these directed energy systems will not require any major 
structural redesigns. Given the sheer size and the margin of power available, 
the CVN is the best-suited warship to integrate the directed energy tech-
nologies that are under consideration. 

This conservative approach permits the Navy to examine the capabilities 
of directed energy weapons while providing a more effective defensive 
system against advanced cruise missiles. It would also enable the Navy to 
assess the synergy between high-energy lasers systems and the Rolling Air-
frame Missile against sophisticated, high-energy missiles. This approach is 
consistent with the incremental introduction of using more advanced di-
rected energy concepts, such as electro-magnetically-enhanced warheads for 
surface-to-air missiles, for protecting naval forces. 

Summary 

The incorporation of three separate defensive systems, each capable of 
providing 360-degree coverage, would improve the ability of aircraft carri-
ers to defend themselves against multi-axis saturation attacks. Overlapping 
“fields of fire” and rapid re-engagement times will eliminate the vulnerabil-
ity that exists at the seams where the coverage of defensive systems con-
verge. The essentially bottomless magazines of the laser and microwave 
systems make stream raid tactics of dubious effectiveness.121 The larger 
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magazine of the Rolling Airframe Missile launchers should require less fre-
quent re-loading, and thus further reduce the vulnerability of the ship to 
stream raids. If re-loading operations can be deferred until there are more 
favorable environmental conditions, the laser system can provide long-range 
defense while the missile launcher is reloaded.122 Not unexpectedly, there 
are natural synergies among the three weapon systems, as shown in Table 3. 

If environmental conditions permit, the CVN will have the added capa-
bility of visually identifying aircraft or surface vessels with the optical sen-
sors associated with high-energy lasers. Other possibilities include the inte-
gration of this sensor data to permit cueing of the Block 1 RIM-116A. Di-
rected energy systems also offer a range of non-lethal options, ranging from 
blinding the sensors on surveillance aircraft to an anti-personnel capability 
against terrorist speedboats. The rapid response and potentially covert na-
ture of directed energy systems makes them the weapon of choice in certain 
politically sensitive scenarios, such as the exercise of the right of innocent 
passage or while anchored within the territorial waters of another nation. A 
suite of high-energy lasers and radio frequency weapons when combined 
with a modest conventional surface-to-air-missile capability gives the CVN 
a more credible defensive capability across a broader range of threats than 
comparable suites of weapons. 
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Table 3. Complementary Weapons Matrix123 

UWB Microwave HEL 
(RIM-116A) 

RAM 

Range Head-on 
Threat 
Crossing 
THREAT 

<.5 - 7 km 
<5 km 

<15 km 
.3 - 10 km 

Aim point Guidance system 
Flight controls 
Signal processor 

Radome 
Control surfaces 
Warhead 

Not Sensitive 

Sustainability 
(numbers of shots per 
reload) 

Essentially 
unlimited 

Hundreds 21 
(per launcher) 

Threat 
Maneuvering/Speed 

Not affected Not affected Challenged 

Atmospheric 
Conditions 

Minimal 
Sensitivity 

Sensitive Minimal 
Sensitivity 

RF Countermeasures Minimal 
Sensitivity 

Not affected Challenged 

Low RCS Minimal 
Sensitivity 

Not affected Sensitive 

Crossing/Head-on 
Profile 

Not affected Easier/harder Harder/easier 

Source: Author. 
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VI. New Concepts for Employing Naval Forces 

The legacy of the Second World War and the years confronting a “blue 
water” Soviet fleet has influenced how the U.S. Navy formulated its opera-
tional concepts for the twenty-first century. Naval expeditionary operations 
are based on the carrier battle group and an amphibious ready group. As 
Captain Wayne Hughes described in his classic Fleet Tactics: Theory and 
Practice, one of the principal naval lessons of the Pacific campaign of the 
Second World War was the need for defensive firepower. This led to the 
massing of carrier battle groups into the multi-carrier battle forces that re-
main the centerpiece of U.S. Navy operations more than fifty years later.124 

During the cold war, the U.S. Navy and its NATO allies refined the con-
cept of defense in depth to meet the ever-growing challenge from the Soviet 
fleet. Rings of fighter aircraft, AEGIS cruisers and destroyers, and ulti-
mately point defense systems, such as the Seasparrow and Mark-15 CIWS, 
were employed to defend high-value units. When confronted with regimen-
tal raids of Badgers and Backfires, long range anti-ship missiles, such as the 
SS-N-12 and the SS-N-19, and the omnipresent submarine threat, it was ex-
pected that defending aircraft and escort ships would be lost. Regardless of 
the maneuver employed to reach the engagement, the outcome would have 
been determined by attrition, much as it was for Nelson almost two centu-
ries years earlier. 

As noted previously, Naval Doctrine Publication 1 emphasizes the im-
portance of maneuver warfare, which it describes as the more preferable and 
effective approach to war.125 While there have been lengthy discussions of 
whether naval warfare is inherently based on attrition, maneuver, or a hy-
brid of the two, the fact remains that current trends in both tactics and tech-
nology are oriented toward a layered defense for a multi-carrier task 
force.126 The model today remains much as it was in the past in which mari-
time dominance is attained by establishing control of the sea through 
sweeping away one’s opponents. The influence of Mahan, which relied on 
massing decisive firepower, seeking the enemy, and destroying him, re-
mains strong. The question that must be asked is whether this is the best 
means to defeat the most likely threats that will emerge in the next thirty 
years. 
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Anticipating Opponent Behavior 

The late John Boyd never wrote about naval warfare or fleet tactics, but 
his “A Discourse on Winning and Losing” offers several powerful ideas for 
naval thinkers.127 Boyd examined land combat over the last three millennia 
in the context of Sun Tzu’s philosophy of war. The result of his analysis 
was a synthesis of apparently disparate lines of thought into a model that 
describes the reasons for the successes achieved by non-traditional forces in 
the twentieth century.128 It does not offer an explanation for the historic suc-
cesses of the United States Navy, but it outlines a model that could be used 
by future adversaries to confront the United States. Boyd defined the critical 
elements of success as “variety, rapidity, harmony, and initiative.”129 

The trend in modern naval warfare in the twenty-first century, as previ-
ously noted, will likely involve states which seek to deny control of some 
portion of the sea to the powerful navies, whether at a critical choke point or 
in the waters adjacent to their coasts. Unwilling or incapable of making the 
investment needed to command the sea, these adversaries will rely on so-
phisticated, inexpensive weapons to raise the stakes against the expensive 
multi-purpose forces of the major powers. After confronting a global super-
power at sea for a generation, there is a real danger of viewing naval opera-
tions against smaller states as a less significant enterprise. However, this 
assumption could prove to be a tragic miscalculation. 

As Sir Julian Corbett observed almost 100 years ago, the strategy for a 
weaker opponent may be to deny the more powerful adversary the opportu-
nity for a decisive battle. Enemy patrol boats hiding in fjords or caves can 
remain a “fleet in being” with little probability of being successfully en-
gaged by conventional means. The dominant naval forces may never have 
the opportunity to annihilate the enemy’s forces in a single crushing 
blow.130 Instead, minor combatants may seek to engage in military actions 
under conditions in which an asymmetric exchange appears feasible. There 
are several historical precedents, including the Japanese success at the Bat-
tle of Tassafaronga in 1942 and the German successes against the Bergen 
convoy in 1917, both of which are exemplars of asymmetric attacks that 
produced devastating results.131 The danger lies in the tendency to overlook 
these incidents and to dismiss them as “accidents of war.”132 

As an example, consider the havoc that four corvettes, each firing four 
supersonic anti-ship cruise missiles, could wreak on a carrier battle force. 
While perhaps only one missile might hit, the prospect of a single hit against 
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a major U.S. combatant or auxiliary could be sufficient to dissuade the 
United States from further action.133 After the successful operation against 
Libya in 1986 and against Iraq in the 1991 Gulf War, it is unclear how the 
American public would react to losses on the scale that the British suffered 
during the Falklands conflict. 

Toward Dispersed Tactics for Naval Forces 

The solution to this challenge may be found in a fortuitous confluence of 
tactical and technological developments. The United States and its allies 
have the unique opportunity to use directed energy technologies, which are 
sufficiently mature, in the development of new “fleet tactics” for confront-
ing the asymmetric naval opponent.134 This does not imply that the U.S. 
Navy should abandon the lessons learned from the years of confronting a 
global naval power. On the contrary, the Navy must retain its ability to deal 
with potential competitors as well as those nations that are capable of 
matching its forces on a regional basis. Nonetheless, it is increasingly evi-
dent that there will be numerous situations in which a new approach will be 
needed if the United States is to defeat unconventional opponents. 

Operational Maneuver From The Sea is developing a new doctrine and 
equipment to meet the challenges faced by classic amphibious operations.135 

Building on the MV-22 Osprey, the advanced Amphibious Assault Vehicle 
(AAAV), and an improved Landing Craft Air Cushion (LCAC), the Marine 
Corps is committed to the concepts of “ship to objective maneuver” and 
“over the horizon assault.”136 The result is that the doctrine of amphibious 
warfare has been fundamentally reshaped. In the future amphibious forces 
will no longer be constrained to a small set of beaches that are suitable for 
conventional landing craft. For supporting naval forces, the ability to remain 
at a significant distance offshore increases the freedom of movement, intro-
duces uncertainty in the enemy’s targeting, and provides opportunities for 
deception.137 What is needed is a shift from classic battle group tactics to-
ward the development of a new conceptual framework for carrier opera-
tions. 

A traditional task force operating in a defensive screen presents a readily 
discernible pattern that an adversary can discover with spaced-based sensors 
as well as radar, acoustics, and electronic surveillance. The detection of a 
single battle group unit helps to orient the enemy’s search, while the detec-
tion of additional units informs the adversary of the location of these high-
value units. A more structured naval formation is more readily discernible. 
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Hughes was even more blunt, stating unequivocally, “a major consequence 
of massing for defense is the certainty that the enemy will be aware of the 
fleet and its general location.”138 The clustered defenders could become an 
opportune target because their very proximity hampers their ability to en-
gage targets without fratricide.139 In the historic confrontations between 
major battle fleets, escort vessels serving in the screen were, by necessity, 
expendable in the defense of the capitol ships. What may have been an ac-
ceptable risk in the past is no longer prudent in cases that do not involve 
vital U.S. interests. 

The answer may lie in the use of a dispersed force that combines the in-
herent mobility of the carrier with a robust self-defense capability. Freed 
from the requirement to support amphibious operations within sight of land, 
the carrier gains a new opportunity to exploit its inherent speed, flexibility, 
and self-sufficiency. Instead of a classic battle group, a carrier and a nuclear 
powered submarine could operate in tandem. The two vessels make a natu-
ral pair that can optimally employ the mutual strengths of speed, reduced 
logistical needs, and the ability to dominate the air, surface and sub-surface 
environments. Freed from the slower moving escorts that require frequent 
refueling, the carrier can sustain comfortable cruising speeds of 20-25 knots 
on an indefinite basis. Capable of sprinting at higher dash speeds, the carrier 
has the ability to introduce substantial uncertainty in the calculations of 
those who seek to target it. Even when operating within a relatively small 
90-degree sector at ranges of 100 to 150 nautical miles from an enemy’s 
coast, the carrier is operating in an area greater than 10,000 square miles in 
which it must be found. The ability to create ambiguity and confound the 
enemy reduces the carrier’s vulnerability to attack from both cruise missiles 
and theater ballistic missiles. And dispersion minimizes the risk that more 
than one unit would be exposed to chemical or biological attack. 

The ability to exploit the inherent flexibility and mobility of naval forces 
will compel the adversary to fight on the defender’s terms. An opponent that 
is forced to fight further out to sea increases the advantage to the United 
States and its allies.140 Another advantage of a dispersed force is the fact 
that hostile surveillance units, when confronted with a single contact rather 
than a formation, must seek some additional confirmation of the identity of 
the unit. When the opponent is uncertain, it effectively shifts the advantage 
to the defender, which now gains more time to identify and destroy the at-
tacker. 

Sea-based aircraft will likely remain the most effective means for de-
stroying hostile patrol craft and tactical aircraft at extended ranges. At those 
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times when the use of fixed or rotary wing aircraft is not possible, the de-
fensive flexibility of directed energy weapons enhances the carrier’s surviv-
ability. The inclusion of the advanced optical sensors that are associated 
with high-energy lasers will help to positively identify ships and aircraft 
within the battle space and do so at greater ranges, which further shifts the 
balance in favor of the defender. 

As the U.S. Navy continues to shrink in size and increases the capabili-
ties of individual units, there will be natural conflicts in the missions per-
formed by these units. Consider, for example, the case of the AEGIS 
cruiser. During the Cold War, a cruiser was often assigned to the mission of 
terminal air defense of the carrier, but that mission is now an unaffordable 
luxury. In the next decade, that same cruiser is likely to have the role of 
power projection as a launch platform for Tomahawk cruise missiles, an air 
defense mission for protecting an amphibious force, and quite possibly a 
critical role in theater ballistic missile defense.141 It is highly unlikely that 
any of these missions will be best performed by stationing the cruiser at a 
distance of 5000 yards from the carrier. The AEGIS guided missile destroy-
ers, which are replacing earlier generations of guided missile frigates, share 
these missions as well as other duties, including maritime interception op-
erations and commerce protection. Using sophisticated multi-mission sur-
face combatants to form a defensive ring of steel around carriers reduces 
their theoretical capability in combat. 

The danger is that the attempt to strike a compromise among the diverse 
missions performed by these naval platforms is likely to help the adversary 
pinpoint the location of the naval force. The reason is that each mission un-
dertaken by units of a classic battle group imposes certain physical con-
straints on the group’s location. The carrier must be within the combat ra-
dius of its aircraft to project airpower; the cruiser that launches land-attack 
cruise missiles must be within range if its missiles are to reach their targets; 
and the ballistic missile defender must be positioned along the likely tra-
jectory of attacking missiles to intercept the targets. While individual mis-
sions may be accomplished while operating over hundreds or thousands of 
square miles, there is likely to be a relatively narrow area from which all of 
these missions can be accommodated simultaneously. By identifying all of 
the missions assigned to a battle group, an enemy can then define the prob-
able location of the fleet and proceed to target it. 

Dispersion also facilitates the use of deception. As observed by the clas-
sic Chinese strategist Sun Tzu, the target is the enemy’s mind and if an en-
emy is confused, the only hope for success is luck. The goal is to present 
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one’s foes with an image that they expect to see. The deception might be as 
simple as decoys that lead enemy aircraft to an AEGIS cruiser, or it might 
be as complex as a full-fledged amphibious feint. These are not new tactics, 
but are classic tools that become more effective when the force is no longer 
constrained to engage in set piece defensive arrangements.142 Old tactics 
become more effective with technological advances. The combination of 
multi-spectral passive sensors, Block 1 Rolling Airframe Missiles with dual 
passive seekers, and high-energy lasers with low probability of intercept 
would strengthen the ability of the carrier to conduct flight operations with-
out electronic emissions.143 Armed with these tools, the carrier is no longer 
forced to choose between covert operations and robust defense. 

The unmatched capability of the U.S. Navy to provide the logistics that 
are necessary for tactical flexibility has contributed to its success as the pre-
eminent naval power. However, as the supporting logistics become more 
complex the naval force itself becomes more vulnerable. The nature of re-
plenishment operations, which are highly structured events, is to establish 
operational patterns that can be discerned by an adversary. While ships re-
plenishing at sea can maneuver, changes in course and speed must be care-
fully executed. If attacked, the replenishing force is limited in the number of 
responses available and the speed with which they can be executed.144 

The conceptual basis behind the U.S. Navy’s attempt to build nuclear-
powered carrier task forces during the 1960’s was the principle that a self-
contained combat force is more agile and better able to seize the initiative. 
While this proved financially challenging, it has strengthened the reasons 
for minimizing the requirement that carriers refuel their escorts at sea. 

A self-defense suite that includes directed energy weapons will allow the 
carrier battle force to enjoy the defensive advantages of dispersion, while 
exercising its unique ability to concentrate offensive naval striking power.145 

The combination of fixed wing aircraft, helicopters, and unmanned air vehi-
cles in a dispersed force can keep the adversary off-balance because it can 
strike from multiple axes with no apparent pattern. By appearing simultane-
ously over a number of targets, the combat aircraft on the carrier can put 
pressure on the adversary and thereby introduce confusion. Sea-based air 
power gives the U.S. Navy an unmatched ability to defeat its enemies.146 
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Anticipating Countermeasures 

An inevitable law of military history is that each new weapon has been 
met with countermeasures. It is likely that the development of directed en-
ergy weapons will be governed by that same law. For example, ablative 
coatings and RF hardening may reduce the vulnerability of conventional 
weapons to the effects of lasers and microwave devices, respectively. While 
some degree of RF hardening could be accomplished with minimal penal-
ties, the trend in modern microprocessor electronics is to build the most 
economical and efficient devices, but these are also the most vulnerable.147 

Those charged with designing modern naval weapons will be confronted 
with the classic choice between survivability and efficiency. 

Similarly, anti-laser measures, including the use of ablative coatings on 
missiles, increase the weight and hence drag of the missiles, while reflective 
surfaces tend to increase the electro-optical signature, and thereby simplify 
the ability of the defender to detect missiles. There are detection systems 
that will warn an aircraft that it is being illuminating by a laser, but it is dif-
ficult to detect a narrowly focused beam from a laser weapon at short 
ranges. 

Eventually, other nations will field weapons that operate at the speed of 
light. As with nuclear weapons, directed energy systems will favor those 
who initiate the attack. The large apertures that give lasers high power and 
directional control have the greatest inherent vulnerability to attack. There 
will be pressure on the belligerent to fire the first salvo in order to blind the 
opponent.148 A less sophisticated opponent might choose to blind directed 
energy systems with the electromagnetic pulse of a nuclear detonation, but 
this action would cross the nuclear threshold and run the risk of nuclear war. 
A more likely scenario would be the employment of explosively driven RF 
munitions to blind the sensors associated with high-energy laser and RF 
systems. However, the relatively short ranges of ultra-wideband sources 
suggest that an attacker must use some type of delivery system. The impli-
cation is that tactical aircraft, unmanned air vehicles, or missiles that are 
used as delivery systems would be subject to attack by the very systems that 
they are intended to destroy. The defender, using directional antennas, en-
joys a physical advantage over an attacker that uses an explosively driven 
source to radiate energy in a near spherical pattern. The reason is that the 
focused beam of a large aperture system delivers maximum power with 
minimal energy losses. The defender’s advantage may be strengthened by 
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the development of more sophisticated modulation schemes that extend the 
engagement ranges by enhancing the disruptive effects attained at lower ra-
diated powers.149 

As with most weapon systems, the advantage is likely to shift succes-
sively from the attacker to the defender, and back again, as directed energy 
weapons experience technological and operational advances. Regardless of 
whether the United States develops these capabilities, it is likely that other 
states will perfect weapons that are ideally suited for the disruption and de-
struction of the information systems upon which modern naval forces de-
pend. As the information centric concept of military operations gains ascen-
dancy in military thinking, it will create a disproportionately greater vulner-
ability to attack from directed energy weapons.150 

Understanding Potential Anti-Satellite Applications 

The introduction of directed energy weapons into naval forces raises the 
question of whether these systems could be designed for anti-satellite op-
erations. While there are significant technical differences between anti-
satellite and anti-cruise missile systems, the development of a dual-use sys-
tem is feasible.151 For example, the potential role of the MIRACL laser as a 
anti-satellite weapon sparked serious congressional concerns, and led the 
United States Senate to block any MIRACL testing that could be construed 
as an anti-satellite capability.152 

While the ability to blind space-based sensors would have great tactical 
utility, the political and legal implications of deploying such system are un-
answered. It is inevitable that the use of a sea-based anti-satellite system 
would be perceived as a strategic threat to other states, including Russia and 
China. The ability to neutralize enemy or third party space-based sensors 
would greatly enhance the survivability of U.S. naval forces and could 
prove particularly useful in protecting theater missile defense units. A 
blinded opponent would be forced to rely on ships, aircraft, and unmanned 
air vehicles, all of which are vulnerable to conventional defenses. It must be 
understood that any tactical advantage gained by having anti-satellite capa-
bilities on naval forces would quickly disappear if the enemy responded 
with a strategic attack against the United States because it faced the prospect 
of losing the space-based sensors upon which its ballistic missile force de-
pends. 

The future offers more tantalizing possibilities. Sea-based lasers could be 
integrated into a system with space-based mirrors to provide a widely dis-
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persed, survivable means for preventing states from gaining access to space. 
This development would define sea-based lasers as a strategic system, and 
thus raise the question of whether adversaries will field space-based laser 
systems that are capable of attacking the sensors and communications sys-
tems upon which U.S. military forces depend. 

The choice of fielding laser anti-satellite weapons is likely to be made by 
other states. For example, the Department of Defense’s annual report to 
Congress on the Chinese military declared that the People’s Republic “may 
possess the capability to damage, under specific conditions, optical sensors 
on satellites that are very vulnerable to lasers.”153 This capability is consis-
tent with China’s development of lasers for military applications. It is a fact 
that the physics tend to favor ground or sea-based systems with large aper-
tures and virtually unlimited power sources. From a technical perspective, a 
tactical shipboard laser system would enable the United States to preserve 
the option of fielding a robust, mobile anti-satellite capability. The political 
question, however, remains subject to debate. 
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VII. Conclusions 

This study examined the implications of directed energy systems for fleet 
defense in twenty-first century naval warfare. The United States is likely to 
remain committed to a national military strategy that embraces naval expe-
ditionary warfare as a major component of its military capabilities. How-
ever, the ability to project naval power ashore will be increasingly difficult 
as potential adversaries gain access to sophisticated, low-cost weapons. 

Drawing from the experiences of the Second World War and competition 
with the Soviet fleet during the Cold War, U.S. Navy remains an expedi-
tionary force that is centered on the carrier battle group and its associated 
amphibious ready group. Current technological and tactical trends are ori-
ented toward the concept of defense in depth. The implication is that when 
confronted with overwhelming U.S. naval superiority, most adversaries will 
not run the risk of defeat in battle by directly challenging a major naval 
power, but will instead seek to make the cost of sea control as prohibitively 
expensive as possible. With the development of advanced cruise missiles 
that will pose an economical and widely available weapon for most oppo-
nents that seek to attack a major naval power on an asymmetric basis, the 
U.S. Navy must develop new defensive systems and new approaches to bat-
tle group operations. 

This study began with an examination of the current status of directed 
energy technology, and noted that there has been significant progress in 
both high-energy lasers and ultra-wideband microwave systems over the last 
decade. It is likely that these technologies will continue to be developed for 
military applications. The inherent advantages of weapons that travel at the 
speed of light and possess a virtually unlimited magazine are obvious. On 
the other hand, both laser and microwave technologies have fundamental 
physical limitations that limit their utility as autonomous weapon systems. 
For the foreseeable future, laser systems will be vulnerable to environmental 
degradation, while the range of microwave systems will be limited because 
of the atmospheric breakdown that occurs at higher power levels. 

Among the microwave technologies examined, ultra-wideband systems 
are best suited to defensive applications when one considers the inherent 
difficulties of hardening missiles across a broad frequency band. The range 
advantages of narrow band, high-power microwave systems are overshad-
owed by the need for prior knowledge about the target and the ability of the 
adversary to protect this weapon.154 While it is too early to identify the best 
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candidate for the high-energy laser system, this study used the Mid-Infrared 
Advanced Chemical Laser (MIRACL) as a basis for discussion because it 
represents a technology that can be fielded with some degree of confidence. 
Current development efforts in the areas as dispersion-less antennas and di-
ode-pumped solid state lasers probably will further enhance the military ef-
fectiveness of directed energy systems. 

This assessment of the current technology suggests that the operational 
deployment of directed energy systems in the 2020-2025 timeframe is both 
feasible and prudent. Two Nimitz class nuclear powered aircraft carriers, 
John C. Stennis and Harry S. Truman, will require upgrades to their defen-
sive suites, in conjunction with the mid-life re-fueling that is scheduled for 
the second decade of the next century. The timing of these events provides a 
window of opportunity for integrating directed energy systems into the car-
rier force. With the physical size and the margin of power available on nu-
clear-powered aircraft carriers, these naval vessels are well suited to ac-
commodate the directed energy systems that are likely to be available. 

This study examined four possible configurations for integrating directed 
energy systems into aircraft carriers. The first two included the replacement 
of the carrier’s existing NATO Seasparrow and Mark 15 Close in Weapons 
Systems with either an ultra-wideband microwave system or a high-energy 
laser. The third alternative combines laser and microwave systems. The 
fourth option, which this study finds most preferable, involves a combina-
tion of ultra-wideband microwave systems with a set of high-energy lasers 
and three Rolling Airframe Missile systems. 

This composite suite is advantageous because it offers a robust self-
defense capability that exploits the operational synergies of these systems. 
The addition of “speed of light” weapons gives the defender with the ability 
to break the vicious cycle of ever-faster missiles. These directed energy 
systems would also provide a number of non-lethal options for self-defense. 
Freed from the need for a layered defensive screen of ships, the nuclear 
powered carrier, operating in tandem with a nuclear powered submarine, 
could exploit its inherent speed and self-sufficiency to deny its adversaries 
an opportunity for conducting asymmetric attacks. By dispersing the battle 
group, each platform could choose the optimum location for its primary 
mission of launching cruise missiles, defending against theater missiles, 
protecting commerce, or maritime interdiction. This flexibility will become 
increasingly important as the Navy moves to a smaller and more capable 
force that operates in the littoral region close to the shore. 
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The development of sea-based high-energy lasers raises the possibility of 
a strategic anti-satellite capability. While there are significant political is-
sues to be resolved, there is evidence that other nations are developing 
equivalent capabilities today. As long as the United States possesses the 
most information dependent military force in the world, it will be vulnerable 
to states that use directed energy to disrupt or destroy its information domi-
nance. The failure to develop and field directed energy systems could 
weaken the ability of the U.S. Navy to provide the naval presence and mili-
tary power upon which the United States has depended throughout its his-
tory. 

Recommendations 

This study concludes with several recommendations for the U.S. defense 
establishment as it considers the role of directed energy weapons in its 
military forces. 

First, it is essential for the United States to conduct a detailed study of 
the critical milestones that affect the incorporation of directed energy sys-
tems into Nimitz class nuclear-powered aircraft carriers. By doing so, the 
U.S. Navy and the Department of Defense would have the opportunity to 
identify the critical technological constraints that will affect the develop-
ment of this weapon. Officials in the defense establishment are well aware 
that the technology developed during the next ten years will define the sys-
tems that will be available for the first half of the next century. 

Second, it is equally essential for the United States to continue its current 
efforts to develop both microwave and laser systems. If the United States is 
to maximize the benefits of implementing directed energy technology, it is 
likely that defensive suites for aircraft carriers will rely on directed energy 
weapons and conventional missiles. Both will be necessary to permit the 
carrier to operate without escorts. To meet that objective, a suite that in-
cludes ultra-wideband microwave systems, high-energy lasers, and an ad-
vanced surface to air missile system will have significant operational ad-
vantages. 

Third, it is essential for the U.S. Navy to collaborate with technological 
programs being conducted by the other military departments, including the 
Air Force’s Airborne Laser and the Army’s Tactical High-energy Laser. 
This collaboration will help to resolve issues of common concern, including 
questions about the thermal blooming of laser energy, the sensitivity of la-
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sers to weather conditions, and techniques for overcoming the atmospheric 
breakdown that occurs with high power microwave transmissions. 

Finally, in an era of constrained resources, the Navy must seek the best 
ways to use the nation’s technological strengths to ensure that U.S. expedi-
tionary forces are capable of meeting the threats that will emerge in the 
twenty-first century. The broad strategic conclusion of this study is that di-
rected energy weapons are among those critical technologies that will help 
the U.S. Navy defend the vital interests of the United States on the oceans of 
the world. 
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